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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis focuses in the optimization of the efficiency of photovoltaic power 
conversion chain. In this way, different improvements have been proposed in the electrical 
architecture and its control algorithms in order to obtain high efficiency in a large rage of 
input power and long life-time of PV power conversion system. Using loss analysis, the 
benefits and drawbacks of parallel connection of power structures has been shown. This 
analysis has allowed the conception of a new optimized architecture constituted by 
parallelized power converters, called Multi-Phase Adaptive Converter (MPAC). The 
singularity of these power structures consists on the adaptation of the phases of the 
converter depending on the power production in real-time and looking for the most efficient 
configuration all time. In this way, the MPAC guarantees high conversion efficiency for all 
power ranges. Another control law is also implemented which guarantees a rotation of the 
phases to keep their working time uniform. Thus, the stress of the components of all the 
phases is kept homogenous, assuring a homogeneous aging of the phases. Since the global 
stress of the component is lower, the MPAC presents a longer life-time. The improvements in 
the power conversion stage are shown by experimental prototypes. Experimental tests have 
been done for global validation. Comparison with a classical power conversion stage shows 
the improvement in the global conversion efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The world energy consummation of electricity has been strongly linked to the industry 
and communication media development in the last decades. Nowadays, the most of 
consumed energy is produced by non renewable energies as carbon, natural gas, petrol or 
uranium. The recovery time of this type of energy source is extremely slow compared to the 
human life scale. Sooner or later, the high probability of end of these resources must be 
taken into account. Moreover, as the consumer energy demand does not stop increasing in 
all around the world, being day after day superior to the offered global energy, energies crisis 
can be periodically observed with more and more violence. The case of petroleum resources 
is the representation of a critical situation example, as shown by the high fluctuations in the 
global petrol price during the last fifty years. 

In addition, this kind of energy consumption has important effects in the environments 
impact. Actually, the hydrocarbon and the carbon cause important emissions of greenhouse 
gas every day, which have direct relation in the climatic disorders and in the pollution 
increases. These worrying facts encourage more and more the research of innovative 
solutions which will limit the energetic deficit and negative impacts in the environment. In this 
way, a lot of governments and energy producers sustain since a long time the development 
of non polluting sources of energy. 

For instance, in parallel of eating and health, developing renewable energies is one of 
the European Union’s priority strategies to fight against climate warning and reduce 
dependency on fossil fuels. According to Kyoto’s protocol which was signed by 191 states 
including France, the greenhouse effect gas emissions had to be reduced at least by 20% by 
2020 compared of 1990 [1]. Countries as United States and Canada did not sign this 
petitions. Nevertheless, a regional initiative of North-Eastern United States and Eastern 
Canada regions has created the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions [2].  

Solar, wind, geothermic, hydraulic or even biomass are said to be the renewable 
energy resources of the future. In contrary of fossil energies, these renewable energies are 
unlimited energy resources. The solar energy is abundantly available and it is not a 
greenhouse effect gas emitter. For this reason, it is considered as one of the most adapted 
solutions to the current needs of electrical energy production. In the last years, the three 
methods of solar energy exploitations, solar thermals, concentrated solar power and solar 
photovoltaic (PV), have undergone an important increase. In the global of European Union 
countries, for the year 2011, the solar thermals had reach the amount of 25 GWP installed 
power, concentrated solar power produced 1959 MWP and more than 51 GWP of photovoltaic 
power were installed. 

This thesis has been developed in a contractual context between Total SA and the 
laboratory LAAS-CNRS. Both organizations are sensitive with the development of renewable 
energies and they make special effort in the research and development of this kind of energy 
sources. In 2007, they decided to join their efforts to develop some innovative PV systems 
concepts. The solar PV energy production, and specially its conversion and optimization are 
the main subjects of this thesis made in this scientific context. 
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Although Total S.A. is actually a petrol enterprise, it is concerned with the future 
alternative energies. For this reason, the Total group has a relatively new group of new 
energies, which makes researches not only in all the elements of photovoltaic energy 
systems but also in solar concentrated, sea wave and biomass energies. TOTAL has been 
involved in photovoltaic energy research (crystalline silicon, thin film, organic PV and CSP) 
since 1983. Their interest in PV systems is more visible since the group acquired the 60% of 
the monocrystalline PV module manufacturer SunPower in 2011. 

The Laboratory of Analysis and Architecture of Systems (LAAS) is a unit within the 
French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS). It has a long history in photovoltaic 
research since its beginning in 1967. For more than 15 years, the study of PV systems has 
been increased in this laboratory either studying power conversion structures, storage 
systems or MPPT controls. Today, the laboratory has a new study platform named ADREAM 
to reach the researches. The collaboration between Total and LAAS began with ATOS ANR 
project, within the objective of optimize the coupling of thin film PV cell in Tandem modules. 
Since this project, the collaboration continues through other contract collaborations.  

Even if solar photovoltaic energy is still a minor energy source compared to other 
sources, the last years it has been presented as an important potential of innovative and 
robust energy production source. In this way, the European Union supports and promotes 
the development of the solar energy field by financing research project. Moreover, many 
European governments offer help to users as feed-in tariffs (FIT), capital subsidies or tax 
credits to facilitate the accessibility of this energy. For these reasons, the photovoltaic field 
has presented the biggest annual growth rate between 2000 and 2010 [4] and this increasing 
tendency has a high percentage of probability to continue in following years. 

Although this increasing tendency, the PV energy source has still insignificant presence 
compared to fossil energies, which gives an important growing margin. The presence of the 
PV energy production is still anecdotal in almost all around the world, and even more, in 
countries like France where the most part of the energy production is carried out by nuclear 
energy and the PV energy production only takes the 0.79% of total electrical energy 
production [3]. In fact, the PV energy is still expensive due to the price of its sensors (PV 
modules) and its lack of robustness compared to other energies. Today, the major reason of 
its development beyond its drawbacks resides in governmental subsidies helps. To 
overcome its constant development, it is important to increase the Photovoltaic power 
production and reduce drastically its global price.  

Three parameters can be improved in order to reduce the price and make it more 
affordable to all users:  

  the reduction of cost of each part of the PV system to decrease drastically the 
investment;  

  the increase of efficiency of each component for a bigger power supply to the final 
user  

  the enlargement of life-time to augment the power production time. 

One of the first difficulties to improve the energy conversion efficiency in photovoltaic 
systems resides in the non lineal and extremely changeable characteristic of the power 
production of photovoltaic generators (PVG) linked to meteorological phenomena. In effect, 
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the solar irradiation and the temperature determine the power production of a PVG in each 
moment, and therefore the working condition of the power conversion system. The large 
amount of operating points that presents photovoltaic applied power converters complicates 
their design.  

Another important issue in photovoltaic power conversion systems resides in its life-
time. Nowadays, the life-time of photovoltaic sensors is guarantee for more than 25 years. 
Today, this is not the case of the electronic devices that are needed to connect PV arrays to 
a load. They do not satisfy users exigencies due to the high cost of the initial investment. 
Moreover, a failure in the power conversion element involves a stop in a high part of PV 
power production. To increase the PV energy production, the improvement of the life-time 
and the reliability are very important. Many factors accelerate the aging of power converter 
components. The electrical stress and thermal stress are two of the most important factors 
that must be reduced in order to improve life-time prevision. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to improve a Photovoltaic (PV) power conversion 
system and achieve a new power converter with high efficiency and life-time improvement. 
The presentation of the work has been divided into three major parts. First, an overview of 
the photovoltaic system generalities will be presented in Chapter 2. The main elements and 
their characteristic of the photovoltaic system are remembered. In addition, a classification of 
different kind of photovoltaic system will be explained. Finally, the notions of efficiency of the 
global photovoltaic system and each elementary part are defined. These definitions are used 
to evaluate the photovoltaic power conversion structures and they help to determine the 
action areas in order to improve the efficiency characteristic of photovoltaic converters.  

In the chapter 3, the state of art of on-grid PV systems is presented, analyzing from 
different types of general architectures as centralized topologies to more distributed 
topologies as the AC module. A special focus will be done in distributed topologies with DC 
optimizers that maximize the energy extraction and conversion of individual PV modules. The 
inter-connection between power converters and specially the parallel connection will be also 
studied. 

Finally, the chapter 4 is dedicated to the presentation of a new structure based in 
paralleled converters which integrates controls laws to improve the efficiency and the life-
time of power converters. Basing in losses analysis that shows the benefits and drawbacks 
of simple and multi-phase converters, an optimized architecture constituted by parallelized 
power converters, called Multi-Phase Adaptive Converter (MPAC) has been presented. 
Control laws which are patented allow the adaptation and rotation of phases depending on 
the power production in real time, reaching a more efficient converter. This control also 
improves the electric and thermal stress of components, guaranteeing a homogeneous 
aging. This control laws has lead to two patents about the management of adaptation points 
depending on the instantaneous power production and the meteorological effects [5]-[6]. 
Experimental tests have been done for global validation. Comparisons with a classical power 
conversion stage show the improvement in the global conversion efficiency which can be 
significant if we consider the total cycle of life of the PV systems. 

The conclusion and possible future works associated to this thesis will be specified in 
the chapter 5. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Photovoltaic effect was presented for the first time by the French Physicist Alexandre-
Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [7]. However, it is only in 1883 when Charles Fritts built the first 
photovoltaic cell (PV cell) producing electrical current that this discovery was recognized. 
Nevertheless this major advance in solar energy conversion did not immediately lead to 
innovations because the used materials were too expensive (a selenium substrate covered 
with an extremely thin layer of gold) and this type of PV cell had a very low efficiency. Only 
around 1% of the solar irradiance energy received at the surface of the sensor was 
converted in electricity.  

The modern photovoltaic cell was first developed at Bell Laboratories in 1954 [8]. It was 
constituted by a diffused silicon PN junction and presented 4.5% of efficiency of converted 
solar power. In the same period, the interest for photovoltaic source highly increased linked 
to spatial applications which needed their own energy production source whatever the cost. 
Thanks to the use of photovoltaic systems in this area, cell efficiency was improved until 14% 
for the 1960. 

In the beginning of 1970s, Dr. Elliot Berman designed a relatively cheap solar cell by 
using a poorer grade of silicon, which came for the silicon scrapings of microelectronic 
systems. In addition, the packaging of these cells was also done with cheaper materials [9], 
bringing the price down from $100 to $20 per watt. This huge cost savings opened up a large 
number of applications that were not considered before because of high costs and solar 
technology became practical for technologies other than satellites. Photovoltaic cells began 
powering navigation warning lights, horns on offshore oil rigs, lighthouses, railroad crossings, 
and many small domestic applications. This technology became present in households 
where connection to the traditional electricity grid was not affordable. 

In 1980s, large standalone photovoltaic systems appeared. These systems are 
interesting because they can be considered as real electrical power generator sources. 
Large-scale, centralized solar-plants were favoured, in geographic sites where the 
construction of global electric-line systems was difficult, as distanced big cities and 
production plants in USA. Ambitious programs were initiated linked to new concepts like 
smart-grids. Later, PV systems were adapted to individual users or integrate buildings. Roofs 
quickly became good locations to PV sensors in domestic applications and their electrical 
power productions. In parallel, new photovoltaic cells technologies have been developed to 
increase their efficiencies and lifetime and reduce the manufactured cost. In 1984, the first 
amorphous silicon solar cell was introduced by ARCO [10] and in 1986, it was the first thin 
film photovoltaic module. New electrical structures of converters also appeared, which were 
more adapted to building integrate photovoltaic installations by specific electrical 
architectures and integrating particular control laws named MPPT. In these new types of 
power chains, new protections against hot-spot and reverse currents were integrated, 
providing more robustness and reliability to photovoltaic installations.  

In the last 20 years, the world photovoltaic production has followed a constant and 
intense evolution. The price of photovoltaic installation drastically decreases thank to the 
impulsion of big photovoltaic projects carried out in Germany, Japan or USA and financial 
incitements proposed by the governments of different countries [11]. Nevertheless, although 
the efficiency of some photovoltaic cells has greatly increased, the integration of this 
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performing technology has not become feasibly on a large scale in terrestrial fields, and more 
particularly for individual homes. Indeed, except of spatial supplies which use the most 
efficient technology that currently exists, the efficiency of current PV cells used in PV farm or 
new building, is significantly low.  

Nevertheless, costs of PV sources remain too high in comparison of fossil sources. 
One important potential innovative step to decrease global cost can be focused on the 
photovoltaic converter efficiency improvement. Indeed, a high level of losses can be 
appreciated on electrical matching of bad quality. Another important perspective with a high 
potential of innovation resides in keeping and guarantying high power conversion efficiency 
in the many different working conditions that must support a power installation as can be 
different sunlight capture levels and storage levels or to achieve a global high efficiency 
during the totality of its life-time. The work of this thesis was done in this global scientific 
problematic and was particularly focused on the efficiency improvement in all power 
conversion level stages between PV cells and loads.  

In this chapter, an overview concerning the generalities of photovoltaic systems are 
remembered to introduce our work and to facilitate reader understanding the innovations 
presented in other chapters. In particular, the main elements composing a PV energy 
conversion chain have been defined, as well as some examples of classical control systems 
and protections modes that are today integrated in classical photovoltaic complete systems 
independently of the kind of the application. In addition, we remember classical evaluation 
methods used in PV systems. They are well-known in academic and industrial parts, and 
become the referent efficiencies criteria included in norms and technical data sheets. They 
are useful to better understand where must be done the priority improvements to increase 
the efficiency. Thus, the losses of the global system and their impact in the global efficiency 
are precised. 

2.2 Photovoltaic generator 

A photovoltaic generator (PVG) can be considered an energy source which directly 
generates power electricity by converting solar radiation into direct current electricity. 
Semiconductor materials able to create photovoltaic effect are used for this purpose. A PVG 
can produce electric power from milliwatts to several megawatts, depending on its size, 
composition and structure design. The smallest element of this type of generator is 
constituted by an elementary solar PV cell. Its technical size impacts its intrinsic 
performances. The interconnection of several solar cells gives PV modules or panels, which 
can be also connected together to create a high power global array with several PV strings. 
These different elements will be defined and detailed in the following part. 

2.2.1 Photovoltaic cell 

The basic element of a PV system is a solar cell or a PV cell which could be 
considered as a sensor of photon energy. Depending on the material used for their 
manufacturing, two different families can be distinguished: inorganic and organic PV cells. In 
the first family, the heart of each solar cell is a PN junction (quite similar of a PN junction 
diode structure used in electronics). Indeed, all semiconductor materials have the ability to 
absorb solar spectrum and convert a portion of the absorbed photons energy to carriers of 
electric current. Each material has different properties and can only convert a little part of the 
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solar spectrum depending on its physical properties but also on its atomic structures and 
sizes. 

To generalize, a semiconductor material used to make a PV PN junction collects a 
percentage of energy carried by photons, transforms it in electrons creating currents 
collected via connectors and conducts them to a load before recombination. The generated 
electrical current is proportional to the irradiance received at the surface of the PV cell.  

An example of a simple conventional solar cell structure done by crystalline silicon is 
depicted in fig. 2.1. [12]. Sunlight spectrum is incident from the top, on the front of the solar 
cell. A metallic grid forms one of the two electrical contacts of the diode and allows light to fall 
on the semiconductor PN junction between the grid lines and thus be absorbed and 
converter into electrical energy. An antireflective layer can be added between the grid lines to 
increase the amount of light transmitted to the semiconductor. Grid connections at the 
bottom of the PV cell can be done by metallic materials that have high electrical conduction 
property. It can be semi-transparent to increase active surface of the PV cell. The 
semiconductor diode is formed when n-type semiconductor and p-type semiconductor are 
brought together to form a metallurgical junction. This is typically achieved through diffusion 
or implantation of specific impurities (dopants) or via a deposition process. The other 
electrical contact of the diode is formed by a metallic layer on the back of the solar cell.  

 
Fig. 2.1. A schematic of a simple conventional photovoltaic cell constituted by inorganic material. 

Establishment of electron-hole pairs [12]. 

The simplest model able to represent the behaviour of a photovoltaic cell is using an 
ideal current source Iph in parallel with a diode (fig. 2.2). The Rs and Rsh resistances represent 
respectively the series and shunt resistances in the solar cells. The operating equation of 

current-voltage I(V) static characteristics, that can be also noted as )(VfI  , of a solar cell 

can be easily described by its electrical representation [7]:  

Dphcell III 
 

(2.1)  
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Where: 

- Iph (A) is the photocurrent,  
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- Io (A) the saturation current,  
- A the identity factor,  
- q (C) the electronic charge,  
- kB (JK-1) Boltzmann’s gas constant,  
- T(K) the junction temperature,  

- Rs () the series resistance, 

- Rsh () the shunt resistance. 

 
Fig. 2.2.  The simplest electrical representation of a PV cell. 

The equation (2.2) and its associated model have often been used in this work to 
represent the PV module behaviour in the global electrical PV chain model. Indeed, it 
represents main physical phenomena and can be easily implemented in the electrical 
simulation tools. The main limits of this model are the lack of the dynamic and heating 
physical phenomena of the PV cell. However, in a global system approach, this model can 
be considered sufficient to reproduce the behaviour of the PV cell and fit real conditions Icell 
and Vcell as well as its interaction with other elements of the system.  

The I(V) characteristics describe the electrical solar cell behaviours under the 
meteorological conditions in steady state cases (irradiance level and ambient temperature). 

To generalize, a solar cell graphs ( )(VfI   and )(VfP  ), illustrated in fig. 2.3., have 

three significant points : 

- the short-circuit current named ISC,  

- the open-circuit voltage named VOC,  

- the maximum power point called MPP.  

 
Fig. 2.3. Characteristic curves of a PV cell: )(VfI   in black and )(VfP  in red. 
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For Vcell=0 (short-circuit conditions), the produced current can be described with the 
following equation: 
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1  (2.3)  

Nevertheless, the series resistance effect can be neglected in short-circuit conditions. 
In a first approximation, the short-circuit current can be considered equivalent to the 
photocurrent Iph, which in this case, is proportional to the irradiance Ee (Wm-2): 

ephSC KEII   (2.4)  

At Icell =0 (open-circuit conditions), all the light-generated current Iph is flowing through 
the PV diode. Thus, the open-circuit voltage can be written as:  
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The last significant point of the P(V) curve form is the MPP which presents a maximum 
corresponding to the producible maximum power. This classical point is referred at the 
couple of electrical parameters named VPV=Vopt and IPV=Iopt. As seen in fig. 2.3, this point 
defines an area, given by PMPP=Vopt*Iopt, which is the largest rectangle for any point on the 
I(V) curve. For evaluate the quality of a cell, this rectangular can be compared with the one 
done by Icc*Voc and we can introduce the definition of the PV form factor FF that is 
PMPP/(Icc*Voc). More this factor is near than 1, more the PV cell can considered done with 
good trade-offs and near of its ideal characteristics. 

2.2.2 Photovoltaic panel or module 

Even using new generations of PVG with high efficiencies materials, current and 
voltage generations of one PV cell are very low to be used directly in domestic or industrial 
applications. For example, an elementary PV cell built in silicon provides several watts with 
less than one volt voltage level, which corresponds to the PN junction voltage drop of diodes.  

In order to produce higher powers, the photovoltaic cells can be connected to create 
PV panels or modules. A series connection of cells increases the voltage of the generator, 
while the parallel connection increases its current (fig. 2.4.). Today, in classical 
modules/arrays, series and parallel interconnections of PV cells are used to obtain the 
needed PVG with the desired voltage and current characteristics.  
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Fig. 2.4. The I(V) characteristics of a PV cells compared to one PV module. a) a n PV cells parallel 

connexion and b) a p PV cells series connexion. 

As a PV cell, the characteristic of a PV module/array presents a Maximum Power Point 
(also named MPP) with associated current and voltage called respectively IOPT and VOPT. 
Nevertheless, the operating point of a PV module depends on the load connected to its 
output port. For instance, in the case of a battery connection, if a direct connection is done, 
the voltage of the battery will impose the working condition of the photovoltaic module.  

Moreover, for high power PV applications and to achieve the desired voltage and 
current, modules are wired in series and parallel into what is called a PV Array. The flexibility 
of the modular PV system allows designers to create solar power systems that can get to a 
wide variety of electrical needs. Fig. 2.5. shows a PV cell, A PV module and a PV array. 

 
Fig. 2.5.  A typical Photovoltaic Cell, module and array for first PV cells generation of micro-crystalline 

silicon material  
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2.2.3 PV cell or panel efficiency 

The conversion efficiency of a PV cell represents the proportion of the photons energy 
that the PV cell can convert into electrical energy. Therefore, the maximum conversion 

efficiency of photons into electrical energy is named PV and it is defined by the following 
equation:  

eff

MAX
PV AG

P

.
  (2.6)  

Where, PMAX is the maximum energy potential available in the output of the PV panel; 
G (w/m²) the irradiance representing the photon power for unity of surface; and Aeff (m²) the 
effective area of the PV panel. 

This efficiency depends on the material and technique used in the manufacturing of the 
photovoltaic cells. It is given by the manufacturers in data sheets of the PV panels. It is 
measured in specific standard conditions, i.e. 25°C of ambient temperature and under a 
normed irradiation of 1kW/m² which corresponds to 1,5AM1.  

2.2.4 Temperature and irradiance influences in the PV characteristics  

External influences as irradiance and temperature have a direct impact in the 
photovoltaic energy production. Therefore the I-V characteristics of a PV cell are directly 
dependant on these factors.  

Given for different values of solar irradiance, datasheets indicate the behaviour of I(V) 
and P(V) characteristics.  

An example of these characteristics can be shown in fig. 2.6 : a PVG of a 125 WP PW6 
module of Photowatt manufacturer [13]. 

To simplify, the main effect of temperature can be seen in the value of VOC. In effect, 
higher is the level of temperature, lower is the value of VOC. 

In the other part, the influence of the irradiation is more important in the ISC current. 
Then, higher is the level of solar irradiation, higher is the ISC, and in this way, higher will be 
the PV power. 

                                                            
1 AM for Air Mass : refers to the length of the path through the atmosphere in relation to the shortest length if 

the sun was in the apex. 1.5AM correspond to irradiance received in the earth, in 0° altitude and in a solar 

zenith angle of z=48.2°. 
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a) b)

Fig. 2.6.  I(V) characteristics of a 125WP PW6 module of Photowatt manufacturer [13] for a) different 
temperature levels for a constant irradiance and b) different irradiance levels with constant 

temperature. 

2.2.5 PV cell technologies 

Nowadays, different techniques are used for the manufacturing of photovoltaic cells. 
Solar cells can be also fabricated from many different semiconductor materials. 
Nevertheless, the most commonly are made by silicon (Si): crystalline, polycrystalline, and 
amorphous. Other semiconductor materials such as GaAs, GaInP, Cu(InGa)Se2, and CdTe, 
to name a few of them are also used to make PV cells.  

The fig. 2.7. shows a global vision of the efficiency evolution of these different 
technologies according to new improvements in the time, synthesized each year by NREL 
[14]. There is presented a detailed comparison of main families of photovoltaic technologies, 
as well as their efficiency progress in the time. We can notice in this graphic the progress of 
efficiency of each technology year after year. 

Volts Volts

Amps Amps
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Fig. 2.7. Evolution of different photovoltaic technologies in the last decades [14]. 

The choice of each technology depends on different compromises between the 
energetic efficiency, associated bulk and price. Several large families of PV cells can be 
distinguished according to the used technology. We can signal the main ones. 

 Crystalline Si cells  

Crystalline silicon PV cells are the most common photovoltaic cells used today. They 
are also the oldest ones developed in a large way for domestic application since the sixties. 
This family has dominated PV technology from the beginning. It constitutes more than 85% 
of the PV market today. Although declination in favour of other technologies has been 
announced in the past numerous of times, these cells will presumably retain their leader role 
for a long time, at least in the next decade.  

Crystalline silicon is the dominant family in the PV field because it can be easily linked 
to the evolution of microelectronics development. Another reason is the abundant resource of 
silicon in the world, making the cheapest cells. In this of photovoltaic cells family, two 
technologies can be distinguished:  

1) Monocrystalline silicon cell: Monocrystalline silicon is an ordered crystal structure, 
with each atom ideally lying in a pre-ordained position. The framework of these PV 
cells presents an extreme crystalline perfection and very low quantity of impurities. 
For these reasons, it is the most efficient PV technology. The efficiency-record for 
laboratory PV cells is in 24.7%, record achieved in 1999 [15]. On a commercial scale, 
today SunPower fabricates the highest efficiency crystalline solar cells, arriving to 
manufacturing in large scale 24.2% efficiency solar cells near of the higher theoretical 
efficiency obtainable with this type of material [16]. However, the careful and slow 
processes required in the manufacturing become this photovoltaic cells the most 
expensive of silicon ones. 
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2) Polycrystalline silicon: These kinds of PV cells are less efficient than the mono-
crystalline ones. However, drastic reduction on module manufacturing costs based on 
these types of materials can be done with equivalent life time [17]. Nevertheless, the 
purity of these cells is lower than the previous devices. The efficiency record of this 
kind of PV cells is 19.3% in 2010 [18] and commercial devices achieve efficiencies 
around 13%. 

 Thin films technologies : 

The term “thin film” makes reference from the method used to deposit a film, not 
directly referred to the thinness of the film itself. Thin-film cells are made from techniques of 
deposit materials in very thin and consecutive layers of atoms or molecules.  

The main reasons on the development of these thin-films technologies are that the 
production of PV modules requires less energy and materials and then, they can be less 
expensive. Thin-films have the properties to be deposited over very large areas making more 
easily high Aeff than the previous silicon cells, and they can be recreated series–connected 
cells in a fast and inexpensive way to increase their PV voltage. Nowadays, both the 
efficiency and the long-terms stability of thin-film PV modules are improving [19],[22]. 
Simultaneously their manufacturing costs are constantly decreasing. Thin-film PV modules 
are particularly attractive for emerging applications such as green-field PV power plants and 
building-integrated PV.  

These techniques can use silicon but also other materials with big absorption 
coefficient of the solar spectra. Although there are numerous materials able to be used to 
make thin-film PV cells, we do not list all of them because they are not the precise subject of 
this PhD. We can mention main materials used to create thin-films photovoltaic cell. For 
more details of this type of technology, it can be read [23]. We can signal the main well-
known techniques used today in industrial arrays: 

1) Amorphous silicon: In general, amorphous solids, such as common glass, are 
materials whose atoms are not arranged in any particular order. Thus, they do not 
form any crystalline structures and they contain large numbers of structural and 
bonding defects. Amorphous Si PV cells can be deposited at a low temperature on 
inexpensive substrates with a low-cost continuous or batch process. This 
manufacturing way is environmental friendly, it do not use heavy metals or rare 
elements and it requires low amount of silicon [24]. They have a lot of economic 
advantages over other materials that make them appealing for use in PV systems. 
Nevertheless, the efficiency of this kind of cells is low, with efficiencies around 7%. 
In addition, the expected lifetime of amorphous cells is shorter than the lifetime of 
crystalline cells. Today, amorphous silicon is common in solar-powered consumer 
devices that have low power requirements, such as wristwatches and calculators. 

2) Thin film cadmium telluride (CdTe): In the past, these solar cells are the 
basis of a rapidly expanding technology with major commercial impact on solar 
energy productions. CdTe is unique among the IIB-VIA compounds, in that it 
exhibits the highest average atomic number, least negative formation enthalpy, 
lowest melting temperature, largest lattice parameter, and highest iconicity. 
Electronically, CdTe exhibits amphoteric semiconducting behaviour, making it 
possible both intrinsically and extrinsically to dope CdTe n and p-type. All these 
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factors complement its nearly ideal optical bandgap and absorption coefficient for 
terrestrial photovoltaic devices, making it a forgiving material to deposit and control 
in thin film form. The conversion efficiency of this PV cells is better than the 
amorphous silicon. The present generation of CdTe PV modules are typically 
0.72m² in area and have achieved efficiencies above 10%, with peak power of the 
order of 75W. Nevertheless, the high toxicity of the Cadmium is a big drawback for 
the evolution of this technology.  

3) Copper indium Gallium diselenide (Cu(InGa)Se2) was considered promising for 
solar cells because of its favourable electronic and optical properties, including its 
direct bandgap with high absorption coefficient and inherent p-type conductivity. 
Cu(InGa)Se2 based solar cells have often been considered as being among the 
most promising of solar cell technologies for cost-effective power generation. Very 
high efficiencies have been demonstrated with Cu(InGa)Se2 at both cell and 
module levels. For example, a solar cell efficiency of 20.0% with 0.5cm² total area 
has been fabricated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in 2008 
[25]. Furthermore, several companies has demonstrated large-area, production-
scale modules with efficiencies of 12-14% including confirmed 13.5% efficiency on 
a monolithically interconnected 3459cm² module [26] and pilot-scale modules with 
areas ~1000cm² and efficiencies >15%. Referring to [27] Cu(InGa)Se2 solar cells 
and modules have shown excellent long-term stability in outdoor testing, in addition 
to their potential advantages for large-area terrestrial applications. One of the 
environmental issues related to the materials in Cu(InGa)Se2 modules is the 
availability of less common elements like Indium and the Selenium.  

 Emerging PV cells: 

These cells use often organic materials, which have compatible properties with 
electronics field. For example, organic polymers or small organic molecular are used for their 
light absorption and charge transport properties. The main advantage of these technologies 
is that the “plastic” itself has low production cost in high quantities. Combined with the 
flexibility of organic molecules, they present a good option for new generations of 
photovoltaic applications. [28] 

Recently the development of conjugated organic and polymeric semiconducting 
materials appears. This last technology is very promising for photovoltaic applications due to 
[29][30]: 

 Its lightweight, low consumption of materials (i.e. films can be very thin), flexible 
shape, versatile materials synthesis and device fabrications and low cost for large scale 
industrial production.  

 Its almost continuous tenability of materials’ energy levels and gaps via molecular 
design, synthesis, and processing. 

 Its integrability into other products such as textiles (that can be used for fabricating 
items such as clothing and solar cell tents), flexible packaging systems, lightweight 
consumer goods, and future “all-plastic” optoelectronic devices that may be compatible with 
biological tissues. 

Nevertheless, the main drawback of the organic cells resides in its low efficiency, low 
stability and its low strength and lifetime compared with other inorganic photovoltaic cells. 
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 Multijunction cells:  

Tandem or more generally multi-junction solar cells are photovoltaic cells containing 
several junctions. Each junction is tuned to a different wavelength of light in order to get a 
bigger solar spectrum area light and increase the efficiency. The majority of multi-junction 
cells that have been produced to date use three layers, tuned to blue (on top), yellow and red 
(on the bottom). These cells require the use of semiconductors that can be tuned to specific 
frequencies, which has led to most of them being made of gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
compounds, often germanium for red, GaAs for yellow, and GaInP2 for blue [31]. Actually, 
producing a tandem cell is not an easy task, largely due to the thinness of the materials and 
the difficulties extracting the current between the layers. Thus, the manufacturing of this type 
of cells is very expensive and until today dedicated to spatial application. 

 
Fig. 2.8. Example of a multijunction solar cell and its spectral irradiance absorption [31] 

The table. 2.1. sums up the best efficiency obtained for the commercial photovoltaic 
modules [32]: 

Table. 2.1. Confirmed terrestrial module efficiencies under standard conditions. 

 

2.2.6 Protections included in a photovoltaic generator 

The PV cell association in good weather conditions does not present difficulties. But in 
certain cases of inhomogeneous irradiation, mismatch linked to aging or failure of one part of 
the array, it can cause destructives defaults in other PV cells in particular in shadowing 
conditions. Indeed, hotspots can appear and destroy a part of PV array. In order to avoid 
these destructive defaults and increase the global life-time of PV modules, it is necessary to 
provide the system with some active protections. These protections are normally carried out 
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by the use of simple electronic diodes in two different functions depending on where they are 
situated in the PV system. These functions are named respectively blocking diode (DB) and 
by-pass diode (DBP) (fig. 2.9). 

 
Fig. 2.9. The typical electric protections in a PV module: DB, the blocking diode and DBP the by-pass 

diodes 

 Blocking Diode:  

Each PV cell can either be an elementary power producer or a power consumer, 
depending on whether it is exposed to sunlight or not [7]. Electronic diodes DB are inserted in 
series with each PV string and they are used for forbidden negative currents. Indeed, they 
avoid negative currents thought the PV module which produces less voltage than other at its 
ports due to shadowing or mismatching effects (fig. 2.10.). We can signal two typical 
situations where blocking diodes can help prevent this phenomenon: 

1) Blocking reverse flow of current form the battery through the module at 
night: 

In battery charging systems, the PV module voltage drops to zero at night. Without 
protections, the battery can easily completely discharge backwards through the PV 
module. This would not be harmful to the module, but would result in loss of precious 
energy from the battery bank. DB diodes placed in the circuit between the PV module 
and the battery can block any leakage flow of current. 

2) Blocking reverse flow trough damaged modules from parallel strings during 
the day. 

Blocking diodes placed at the head of separate series wired strings in high voltage 
systems can perform yet another function during daylight conditions. If one string 
becomes severely shaded, or if there is a short circuit in one of the modules, the DB 
prevents the other strings from loosing current backwards down the shaded or 
damaged string. The shaded or damaged string is temporally or definitively isolated 
from the others, and globally more current is sent on to the load. In this configuration, 
DB are also called “isolation diodes”. 
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Fig. 2.10. Blocking diodes do not let leakage and reverse current to go into the PV module 

 By-pass Diode:  

When one part of a PV module is shadowed, the concerned PV cells will not be able to 
produce as much current as others. Since cells are connected in series, the PV cell which 
produced the lowest current imposes its current to other cells, being the lower of the 
produced current which is flowed through all cells. The differential of current of most lighted 
cells cannot be sent to the load. The unshadowed cells will force the shaded cells to pass 
this differential current through them. Thus, the shaded cells operate at higher currents than 
their short circuit currents and in a region of negative voltage (receptive region of operating). 
That causes a net voltage loss to the global PV module. In other words, the shadowed cells 
will dissipate power as heat. This phenomenon is named “hot spots”  

The conduction of these diodes modifies the output characteristic of the generator. 
Indeed, it induces a step in I(V) characteristics of the PVG and due to a part of power 
production loss, two power maximum points appear in the PV P(V) characteristic (fig. 2.11).  

 
I(V) Characteristic P(V) Characteristic 

Fig. 2.11. Effect of a shadow on the I(V) and the P(V) characteristics of a PVG a) with its by-pass diodes 
protections b) without protections. 

This phenomenon is avoided by the use of diodes in anti-parallel of a group of PV cells. 
In this configuration, they are named bypass diodes because they can allow a current 
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through them when a shadow occurs. When a cell in the series of a string is shaded and 
potentially consuming power, its voltage tries to become negative inducing a global reverse 
of the string voltage, then the by-pass diode passes into its on-state and allows a current 
through it. In this way, the only voltage drop is caused by the PV cell group protected by the 
active by-pass diode. Moreover, the hot spots are avoided and then, any definitive 
destruction occurs linked to this type of weather working conditions. Fig. 2.11. shows the 
place of a bypass diode and its operating mode.  

 
Fig. 2.12. By-pass diodes allowing the circulation of the current produced by the PV module in case of 

shadowing conditions. 

These diodes are the minimum protections that present the photovoltaic systems. They 
are installed in exteriors junction box, adapted for possible maintenances in case of failure of 
these electronics components. Nevertheless, it is difficult to replace them when the PV 
modules are in roof installations, for access difficulties, or in big PV champ installation, 
because of the complexity on failure detections. In addition, this kind of protections are 
becoming obsolete, above all because of the extension of the use of power optimizers, which 
render useless these diodes, but make easier failure detection and therefore its eventual 
repairing. 

2.3 Power Conditioning Units 

The operating point of a PVG is determined by the intersection of its I(V)characteristic 
and the associated load I(V) characteristic. Typical characteristics of loads used with PVGs 
are presented fig. 2.13. The match with load characteristics needs the existence of one 
intersection point. As in one hand the I(V) characteristic of the PVG is dependent on 
irradiance and temperature and in another hand, I(V) characteristic load can also vary, in 
major time, it does not match with the maximum power point of the PV. For this reason, in PV 
system, power conditioning units (PCU) are used to provide a constant match between the 
specific characteristics of the PVG and the connected load. In general, these PCUs consist in 
power converters, which can be DC-DC converters for DC loads or DC-AC converters for AC 
ones.  
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Fig. 2.13. I(V) characteristics of a PVG and the different kinds of loads that can be connected to it. 

Moreover, whatever the type of converter used, a special circuit must provide an 
adequate control to the switches, in order to maintain the PVG voltage at its optimum value 
VOPT and track at real time the maximum power point (MPP). This function is accomplished 
by dedicated control functions and algorithms called Maximum Power Point Tracking 
(MPPT). The identification of the MPP and eventually fixing the system’s operating voltage at 
or near this point optimizes the energy production cost of the system.  

The PCU also often integrates other functions as the security and protections task or 
islanding detection systems. 

The fig. 2.14. shows a typical schema block of an elementary power conversion chain, 
constituted by a PVG including its electrical protection, a PCU, composed by the switching 
power converter and its MPPT control, and the load. 

 
Fig. 2.14. Simplest electrical scheme block of a typical power conversion chain.  

2.3.1 Classification of photovoltaic systems 

Nowadays, the grid-connected systems and stand-alone system for isolated loads 
supply are the two principle applications of PVGs. Photovoltaic systems can be designed to 
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provide DC and/or AC power service. They can operate interconnected themselves with of 
the utility grid or be independent. They can be also connected with other energy sources and 
energy storage systems. 

2.3.1.1 On grid applications 

Grid-connected or utility-interactive PV systems are designed to operate in a complex 
environment, interconnected with others electrical sources and loads to the electric utility 
grid. The interface component necessary to make a good grid-connection is an inverter. 
Indeed, the input DC power produced by the PV array is converted by static components into 
an output AC power, compatible with the grid voltage and its power quality requirements. In 
addition, others functions can be assured by the inverter like the function of islanding which 
consists in automatically stopping the power supply when the utility grid is not energized.  

Although an inverter is an essential element of an on-grid PV system, other elements 
and the architecture can vary. Fig. 2.15. represents the one of the simplest example of a grid 
connected installations. The PV DC current is converted into AC current by the inverter. The 
inverter is connected though a meter box to the grid and the AC loads. The meter box is a 
bidirectional device. It allows the current transfer from the PVG to the grid and loads but also, 
in the contrary sense, that is, it permit the power supply of loads from the grid utility. The PV 
power production is used either to supply on-site electrical loads, or to feed it back to the grid 
when the PV system output is greater than the on-site load demand. At night and during 
other periods when the electrical loads are greater than the PV system power production, the 
balance of power required by the loads is received from the electric utility. A safety feature is 
required in all grid-connected PV systems, which ensures that the PV system does not 
continue to operate and feed back onto the utility grid when the grid is down for service or 
repair.  
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Fig. 2.15. Grid connected photovoltaic system 

In the previous on-grid PV system configuration, the PV electricity production is first 
used to supply on-site loads, and the surplus of electricity is sold to the electrical companies. 
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However, in other types of grid connections, the total amount of produced PV electricity is 
sold. In these cases, the on-site loads are feed by the public electric grid. This type of 
configuration has been widely used, above all because of the economical incentive presents 
in many countries [13]. In fact, almost these helps has been limited, the governments had 
guaranteed a specific sold price for many years, which was normally higher than the buying 
price of public grid electricity. In this configuration, the PV system has two box meters, in this 
case, both of them unidirectional: one to sell PV electricity toward the grid and the other to 
buy electricity from the grid. 

The use of a battery as storage systems in residential grid connected systems is 
forbidden in the European countries as France and Spain. In contrary other countries as USA 
and Australia allow it. The presence of a battery involves the connection of a charge 
controller in the output of the inverter which manages the charge/discharge cycles of the 
battery. The surplus of the PV energy production is stored in batteries. Only in case that the 
batteries are full the energy is injected in the grid. In the same way, the system is feed by the 
public grid only in the case that the PV electricity production and the storage systems have 
not enough power to feed all the loads. Moreover, systems with a battery bank can provide 
power in case of electricity grid failure. Fig. 2.16 shows an example of an on-grid system with 
battery storage devices.  
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Fig. 2.16. Grid connected photovoltaic system with storage system. 

2.3.1.2 Stand-alone systems 

Stand-alone PV systems are designed to operate independently of the electric utility 
grid. They are generally designed and sized to supply some specific DC and/or AC electrical 
loads. In some cases, these types of loads can be supplied in addition by others sources 
coupled by a PV array, like wind or thermal ones. In this case the global system is called a 
PV hybrid system. 

In many stand-alone PV systems, batteries are needed for energy storage to assure a 
global flexibility in the use of energy when its production is not possible. Fig. 2.17. shows an 
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example of diagram for a typical stand-alone PV system powering DC and AC loads. This 
kind of installation needs a DC-DC converter as a first matching stage between PV arrays, 
DC loads and a Battery Management System (BMS). Normally, this converter is a 
bidirectional converter and must assure as well as possible the MPPT control, the 
charge/discharge of the battery and the power supply of loads. Sometimes, an inverter is 
connected to the battery as a second stage in order to supply AC loads.  
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Fig. 2.17. Example of Isolated or off-grid photovoltaic system for domestic applications 

Therefore, the matching stage and its internal electrical structure depend on 
applications for which it has been chosen or designed as well as the types of loads. In the 
next chapter, the matching stage and its different power conversion structures will be 
analysed in more details. 

2.3.2 Maximum Power Point Control Tracking 

The main goal of a MPPT control is to automatically find at each time the VOPT and IOPT 
of a PV array and then to allow it to operate at its PMPP under given temperature and 
irradiance. Best MPPT control algorithms have to be fast, stable, robust, and efficient. They 
should respond quickly to changes in atmospheric conditions (i.e. temperature and 
irradiation) and be robust to disturbances or malfunctions and ageing. Moreover, an MPPT 
has to be efficient over a large power range.  

MPPT methods, commonly used in widespread applications, are currently reported in 
the literature [34]-[35]. Most techniques respond to changes in both irradiance and 
temperature, but some are specifically more useful if temperature is approximately constant 
[36]. Most techniques would automatically respond to changes in the array due to aging [37], 
though some are open-loop and would require periodic fine tuning [38][39].  

The number and the quality of sensors required to implement the MPPT control also 
affects the method. In most of the control methods, two sensors are required to measure 
respectively the voltage and the current of a PV array at each time and from which can be 
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calculated with high precision or evaluated the PV power array. Both, the current and voltage 
measurements are an important parts in the MPPT controls, since they affects in the 
accuracy and the efficiency of the controls. The place of each sensor can be done at the 
input and/or output ports of the power converter stage associated with the PVG. It varies 
depending on precision and cost required or also on topologies of converters used.  

For cost and simplest algorithms reasons, some MPPT use only one sensor like in [53]-
[54] a voltage sensor or in [55] a current one. Most of the time, it is easier and more reliable 
to measure voltage than current. With these types of systems, the evaluation of the PV 
power cannot be as high level than the previous ones. However, for cost, robustness and 
simple solutions reasons, they are widely used in industrial products. 

Comparison among the techniques and their implementation has been discussed in 
dedicated papers [34]. Depending on used control methods, MPPT can be mainly 
categorized into following families:  

 MPPT based on measure of the fractional-open-circuit-voltage 

This method is derived from the observation that, usually, the MPP voltage, VOPT, is a 
fraction of the open-circuit one, VOC [56]-[57]. For one PV array at given temperature and 
irradiance, the proportionality relation between both values is quite constant:  

OCOPT VkV 1
 

(2.7)  

For more precisions, since k1 is dependent on the characteristics of the PV array being 
used and its ageing, some MPPT usually has to be determine in advance VOPT and VOC for 
the specific PV array at different irradiance and temperature levels. k1 has been reported to 
be between 0.71 and 0.78 for silicon crystalline PV arrays.  

When k1 is known, VOPT can be computed using (2.7) after measuring VOC periodically. 
This measurement is carried out by disconnecting the PV panels from the load for a short 
time. One of the drawbacks of this method is the temporally losses of power occurred during 
these momentary disconnections. Moreover, the component and the circuit that guarantee 
the correct and accurate disconnection of the PV array must be take into account. This circuit 
adds cost and losses to the system.  

Moreover, since equation (2.7) is only an approximation, the PV array technically never 
operates at its MPP, with the loss of power inherent of this imprecision. However, for some 
low cost and low power applications, this can be sufficient. Indeed; it is a very easy and 
cheap to implement as it does not required DSP or microcontroller control.  

 MPPT based on the fractional-short-circuit-current measure 

This method is based on the observation that, under varying atmospheric conditions, 
the current of the MPP, IOPT, is relatively proportional to its short-circuit current, ISC [56],[58]. 
Like in the previous method, we can define k2 as: 

SCOPT IkI 2
 

(2.8)  
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Where k2 is a proportionality constant. Just like in the fractional VOC technique, k2 has 
to be determined according the PV array that is used. The constant k2 is normally found to be 
between 0.78 and 0.92.  

To use this method, an additional switch is needed to periodically short circuit the PV 
source. During this temporal short-circuit, ISC can be measured via a current sensor. This 
increases the number of components and cost.  

 The incremental conductance MPPT method 

The incremental conductance (IncCond) method described for example in [41]-[43][45] 
is based on the fact that the slope of the P(V) curve is zero at the MPP, positive on its left, 
and negative on its right, as given by: 
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Is the step between each MPP evaluation is relatively small, we can deduce: 
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It can be rewritten as 
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(2.11)  

The MPP can thus be tracked by comparing the instantaneous conductance (I/V) to its 
incremental (∆I/∆V) as shown in the flowchart in fig. 2.18. Vref is the reference voltage at 
which the PV array is forced to operate. At the MPP, Vref is equal to VOPT. Once the MPP is 
reached, the operating PV array is maintained at this point until a change in ∆I is noted, 
indicating a change in irradiance or temperature and therefore in MPP. Then, Vref is modified 
to track the new MPP. 

The increments size determines the rapidity of the MPPT. Fast tracking can be 
achieved with important increments but the system might not operate exactly at the MPP and 
instead oscillates around it. A compromise should be found to this type of control.  

Like in case of P&O method, measurements of the instantaneous PV array voltage and 
current require two sensors are required.  
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Fig. 2.18. The algorithm of the Incremental Conductance MPPT method [42] 

 Hill-Climbing/Perturb and Observe MPPT control families 

Hill-climbing [44]-[48] and Perturb and Observe [48][54] (P&O) methods are different 
ways to implement the same fundamental method. In one hand, Hill-climbing involves a 
perturbation in the duty ratio or the power converter and in another hand, P&O uses a 
perturbation in the operating voltage of the PV array. It can be notice that perturbing the duty 
ratio of power converter perturbs the PV array current too and consequently perturbs the PV 
array voltage.  

The P&O MPPT method is based in the following criterion [49]: if the operating voltage 
of the PV array is perturbed in a given direction, and this perturbations involves an increase 
of the PV power, this means that the operating point has moved toward the MPP, and 
therefore, the operating voltage must be further perturbed in the same direction. Otherwise, if 
the PV array power decreases, the operating point has moved away from the MPP and 
therefore, the direction of the operating voltage perturbation must be reversed. The operation 
is constantly carried out until the MPP is reached, and them, at steady state, the operating 
point oscillates around the MPP. The fig. 2.19 from [50] shows the chart diagram of the P&O 
MPPT method algorithm. This family of MPPT control was chosen by the LAAS in the past to 
develop control algorithms which still today present high performances in steady state and in 
transient. We used some of them in our converter prototype to recover MPP, in association 
with new control algorithms. 

The oscillations around the MPP represent one of the drawbacks of P&O MPPT 
technique, since they give rise to the waste of some amount of available energy. Several 
improvements of the P&O algorithm have been proposed in order to reduce the number of 
oscillations around the MPP in steady state, but they slow down the speed of response of the 
algorithm against changes in atmospheric conditions and decrease the efficiency of the 
algorithm during cloudy days [50]. 
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Fig. 2.19. Algorithm of the P&O MPPT method [50]. 

 MPPT based on Fuzzy logic control:  

This control deals with uncertainty in engineering by attaching degrees of certainty to 
the answer to a logical question. This type of control incorporates a simple, rule-based IF X 
AND Y THEN Z approach to a solving control problem rather than attempting to model a 
system mathematically. It generally consists of three stages: fuzzification, rule base table 
lookup, and defuzzification. Microcontrollers have made using fuzzy logic control [59][64] 
popular for MPPT over last decade. 

During fuzzification, numerical input variables are converted into linguistic variables 
based on a membership function similar to fig. 2.20. In this case, five fuzzy levels are used: 
NB (Negative Big), NS (Negative Small), ZE (Zero), PS (Positive Small), and PB (Positive 
Big). Other references [61][62] uses seven fuzzy levels, probably for more accuracy systems. 
The a et b variables are based on the range of values of the numerical variable.  
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Fig. 2.20. Membership function for inputs and output of fuzzy logic controller 

The inputs to a MPPT fuzzy logic controller are usually an error E and a change in error 
∆E. The user has the flexibility of chossing how to compute E and ∆E. Since dP/dV vanishes 
at the MPP, [63] uses the approximation:  
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(2.12)  
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(2.13)  

Once E and ∆E are calculated and converted to linguistic variables, the rule base table 
such as table. 2.2. [64], is looked up to define the fuzzy controller output variable value, 
which is typically a change in the duty ratio ∆D.  

The linguistic variables of the table are based on the power converter that is used and 
also on the knowledge of the user about the system. In the defuzzification stage, the fuzzy 
logic controller output is converter form a linguistic variable to a numeric variable using a 
membership function as in fig. 2.20. In this way, an analogical signal is provided to the power 
converter control to track the MPP.  

Table. 2.2. Fuzzy rule base table [64] 

 
 

This control has the advantage to be robust and relatively simple to design as it does 
not require the knowledge of the exact model. Moreover, its performance under varying 
atmospheric conditions has been shown.  
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However, it requires the complete knowledge of the operation of the PV system by the 
designer in choosing the right error computation and coming up with rule base table. Indeed, 
the effectiveness of the control depends a lot on this knowledge.  

 MPPT using Neural Network: 

Neural Network is made up by simple processing units, the neurons, which are 
connected in a network by synaptic strengths, where the acquired knowledge is stored. 
Neural Networks commonly have three layers: input, hidden, and output layers (fig. 2.21). 
The number of nodes in each layer varies and is user-dependent.  

 
Fig. 2.21. Example of a neural networks 

In PV dedicated Neural Networks MPPT controls, the input variables can be PV array 
parameters like VOC and ISC, atmospheric data like irradiance and temperature, or any 
combination of these [38]-[39]. The output is usually one or several reference signals like a 
duty cycle signal used to drive the power converter to operate at or close to the MPP. The 
efficiency of the MPPT control depends on the algorithm used by the hidden layer and how 
well neural networks have been trained. The training process can involve tests in the PV 
array over month or years to record patterns between the inputs and outputs of the neural 
networks. After, they are normally implemented in microcontroller devices to carry out the 
control. 

Since most of PV arrays have different characteristics, each neural network has to be 
specifically designed to each of them. Moreover, the aging of PV modules involves 
characteristics changes with time. That implies the necessity of training neural networks to 
keep MPPT accuracy. 

2.3.3 MPPT efficiency 

As describe in previous part, numerous methods to track MPP exist. It is difficult to 
know exactly their performances and then to choose the more appropriate for each particular 
application. In addition, some ones are less efficient than others in fastness, fitness, 
robustness, type of PV module, geographic sites, etc. But datasheets of converters including 
these types of algorithms do not often give details. The most used type of evaluation of the 

MPPT control is the MPPT efficiency MPPT. The MPPT efficiency is defined as the ratio 
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between the average electrical power, Pin, produced by the PV array within a defined 
measuring period and its maximum power PMAX able to be produced in the same period and 
in the same conditions test.  

MAX

in
MPPT P

P


 
(2.14) 

The difficulty of this indicator is to guaranty the accuracy of values obtained. Indeed, in 
major cases, it is very difficult to know exactly in simultaneous times and with sufficient 
precisions Pin and PMAX. Even, in some systems, PMAX cannot be known in time. 

Nowadays, the efficiencies of MPPT controls given in datasheets are high, the best of 
them exceed 99% but not enough details on measures are given to know the exactitude of 
this data. Nevertheless, this efficiency is important criteria of choice to determine the best 
used method for one application.  

2.3.4 shows a resume of major characteristic of PV array MPPT techniques available 
[34]. 

Table. 2.3. Comparison of major characteristics of PV array MPPT techniques [34]. 

 

2.3.4 Power static converter used for matching stage 

The task of a power static converter is to process and control the flow of one or more 
electrical source to one or more loads by matching its voltages and currents in a form that is 
both optimal for source and load.  

A static converter is a meshed of electrical components that acts as a linking, adapting 
or transforming stage between at least two electrical sources: one must be considered like a 
generator and the other one, like a load.  
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An ideal static converter controls the flow of power between its input to its output with 
100% efficiency. Power converter design aims to achieve ideal efficiencies. A static power 
converter is composed by:  

 Non-linear elements, mainly semiconductors switches used in switched  mode  
 Passive elements like capacitors, inductances and transformers. These reactive 

components are used for intermediate energy storage but also for voltage and current 
filtering. They generally represent an important part of the size, weight, and cost of the 
equipment and can reduce its global lifetime [65]. 

In photovoltaic field, a static converter processes PV DC current and voltage into DC or 
AC ones. The power converter can be designed with different topologies and with one or 
several intermediate conversion stages. This topology will mainly depends on the type of the 
load (DC or AC), the level of the input and the output voltage and the power of the PVG. In 
the chapter 3, the types of photovoltaic power converter structures will be analyzed with 
more details and for different types of installations.  

The electrical characteristic and control of the power converter structure has a special 
importance for the maximal exploitation of a photovoltaic system. No matter the structure of 
the system, a good control system and an efficient power converter are need to an optimal 
power transfer to the load. The power conversion system takes bigger importance in sources 
as the PVG. In fact, these systems need an important initial investment and any minimum 
loss in energy production can involve significant losses in the retour of investment. For the 
same reason, the reliability and life-time of the structure are also important. This way, it is 
important to achieve high efficiency and big reliability and life-time photovoltaic power 
conversion systems.  

2.4 Definition of efficiencies in photovoltaic chains 

The main aim of all new converter topology for photovoltaic systems is the 
improvement of efficiency. To evaluate a photovoltaic conversion chain, there is the need to 
have the same criteria to compare structures. The most significant efficiencies used in this 
context are named: the global or the total efficiencies and the European efficiency.  

The term efficiency applied in electrical field is defined as the ratio of the effective or 
useful output power to the total input power received by any system. In a photovoltaic 
system, the efficiency of the system can be defined as the ratio of the energy supplied to the 
load to the total energy of the sunlight received at the surface of the PV generator.  

Nevertheless, the PV chain is composed by many elements and each of them has its 
own power energy efficiency. The improvement of each performance to achieve a better 
efficiency even of few percentages, in each part of the PV chain is the scientific approach we 
adopt in order to achieve an optimum PV system. Before detailed our method and expose 
some of obtained results, we need to define all efficiencies we used in our work. In following 
lines, the definition of total efficiency and the “weighted efficiencies” specifics to photovoltaic 
applications are detailed. 
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2.4.1 Notion of total efficiency 

In order to evaluate the performance of all the photovoltaic system, the total efficiency 
is defined. The total efficiency takes into account all the structures presented within the 
photovoltaic conversion chain: the PVG, the power conversion structure and its associated 
MPPT control. It is defined by the multiplication of efficiencies of all parts or in other words. It 
will help us to know exactly the percentage of the power deliverable by the sun, transformed 
in the PVG and transferred by the matching stage between PVG to a load. We can sum up 
this notion trough different ratios as : 
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  (2.15)  

CONVMPPTPVTOTAL  .. (2.16) 

Where PV is the standard used for PV panel efficiency, MPPT  the MPPT efficiency 

and the CONV  the converter efficiency.  

In this PhD, we had essentially focused our works to the conversion chain, and for this 
reason, only  and  will be considered in this chapter. Therefore, the efficiency 
named  will be used. This efficiency takes into account both efficiencies that integrate 

the power adaptation stage: the MPPT efficiency and the power converter one. It will be 
defined with the following equation: 
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We can notice that these efficiencies depend on time and used temporal measures to 
calculate their ratio. We can introduce the notion of instantaneous efficiencies that are based 
on several electrical measures in small time intervals, smaller than the switching period of 
the converter. We can qualify them of instantaneous efficiencies and in particular on power 
ones.  

In order to evaluate correctly the quality of the photovoltaic conversion chain, it is 
important to study the transfer of energy toward the load in a large range of time, for example 
an hour, a day, a month, a year. In this way, we will more interested by the global energy 
produced by a PV generator and the totality of the energy transferred to the load in a day. 
From these values, the average daily efficiency can be defined. This efficiency will be noted 

CONV and it will be defined as: 

CONV T  

P  (2.18) 

 

Thus, if we know the maximal power that the PV generator can produce in each 
moment, we can calculate/evaluate the maximal potential energy that it can supply during a 
day. From these previous instantaneous values, the average MPPT daily efficiency, named,

MPPT , can be calculated : 
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MPPT PV P  

M  (2.19) 

 

The total average daily efficiency of the photovoltaic conversion chain will be calculated 
with the following equation: 

CONVMPPTPVChain
 .   (2.20) 

 

The measure of the energetic efficiency of the average daily efficiency will allow 
comparing in most precise way the different conversion stages. This way of evaluation is 
more pertinent than by the use of instantaneous efficiencies since these ones are linked to a 
particular moment and conditioned by the measuring conditions. Moreover, in a photovoltaic 
system, the energy that is transferred to the load is the element to take into account. 

2.4.2 Power converter efficiency 

The efficiency of a power converter is defined as the ratio between its input power and 
its output power. This way, higher is the efficiency, the transferred and usable power to the 
load will be bigger. In the same time, as output power corresponds to the input power minus 
the loss that the inverter involves, the efficiency is directly associated to the loss of the power 
converter, and bigger are the losses of the converter, lower is the efficiency of this converter.  
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(2.21)  

Where Pout represents the average power in the output terminal of the power converter 
and Pin the input average power for one period. 

Classical efficiency versus input power characteristic of a power converter is shown in 
fig. 2.22. There is a unique maximum efficiency point that normally fit with the nominal power 
of the converter, which normally occurs in quite low power. For higher power levels than this 
nominal power point, the power losses increase considerably and the efficiency falls down. 
The achievement of flat efficiency power converters within the efficiency keeps high even in 
higher power levels is the subject of many works and studies. Indeed, there is a great 
amount of losses due to this phenomenon and improvements in this power range will allow 
better exploitation of power conversion systems.  
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Fig. 2.22. Typical efficiency characteristic of a power converter in relation with increasing input power. 

In power electronics domain, the sizing of a power converter, either for a DC-DC type 
or DC-AC type, is based in strict rules that take into account the maximal constraints that 
each element must suffer (current, voltage, switching frequency, operating temperature…). 
The conversion stage is correctly sized if the electrical conversion efficiency is maximal for 
the rated power, that is, for the most used power range. This allows minimizing the 
conversion loss in the time of functioning of the converter.  

PV sources differ with other input conditions and therefore, their input power varies 
highly with external parameters such as weather, time, temperature etc. Due to this variation, 
converters cannot be designed for a unique nominal power but for an important range of 
variation. Consequently, it is very difficult to allow a maximum and optimal power transfer 
between source and load for all working conditions. Other efficiencies are introduced by 
inverters designers to have objective criteria of comparison. 

2.4.3 CEC and EURO weighted efficiencies 

The converter efficiency is linked to the working power. In a PV system, the operating 
point and the power level of the converter are directly imposed by the solar array. The PVG 
energy production is not constant and changes depending on irradiation and temperature. In 
summary, better is the irradiation, greater is the energy production and in contrary, higher is 
the temperature, minor is the energy production. These changes are directly dependant on 
the season of the year, the hour of the day and the weather. The photovoltaic energy 
production is not the same in winter and summer or in presence of a sunny or a cloudy day. 
The fig. 2.23. shows some examples of these phenomenon by measures which had been 
carried out in the laboratory installation for different type de PV modules and in different 
condition days. In the top, the difference between sunny and cloudy days can be seen by 
means of the measures made with a PV multi-crystalline module of 85 WP in two days of 
September 2008. The presence of clouds prevents to irradiation to arrive to the PV array and 
the energy production drops. The bottom of this figure represents the behaviour of a 
amorphous silicon PV array of 1,5 WP during different seasons of the year 2008. These 
diverse curves show the difference in maximal puissance production and daytime length 
according to season. 

Input  
Power 

Power converter 
efficiency 

ηmax 
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Ideal Converter 
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Fig. 2.23. Representation of PV power productions profiles of 85 WP PV module during a sunny and 

cloudy day (top) and the production of 1.5 WP PV module during different seasons (bottom). 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of a power converter in these real operating 
conditions the notions of CEC efficiency and EURO efficiency has been introduced [66]-[67]. 
They take in consideration the statistical lighting conditions, and therefore, the energy 
productions in a given geographical place along a year. The CEC efficiency is used for south 
USA installations, where the insulation is high. The EURO efficiency is used for European 
photovoltaic installations, which support lower irradiation levels. The formulas of these 
efficiencies are respectively defined in the equations (2.22) and (2.23): 

%100%50%30%20%10%5 2.048.01.013.006.003.0  Euro (2.22)  

%100%75%50%30%20%10 05.053.021.012.005.004.0  CEC   (2.23)  

Where the index of x% represents the x% of the photovoltaic delivered rated power 
and the coefficients correspond to the statistic average working time of each operation point. 
For a better comprehension, this efficiency can be represented by a histogram (fig. 2.24.) 
where it is easier to see the statistical repartition of the operating for each power in Europe. 
For example, the power converter will work in 50% of its rated power in 48% of time. To 
summary, these definitions demonstrates that photovoltaic generators work in average 
between 30% and 100% of its rated power 80% of its operating time in European region and 
90% in south USA installations. 

If we juxtapose the efficiency characteristic evolution of a classical Boost, we notice 
that this converter is not well adapted for photovoltaic applications. Its conversion efficiency 
decreases when the PV power increases and the point of maximum efficiency do not fit in 
with the power wherein the converter works the most part of the timer.  

Thus, in the aim to improve the daily efficiency and to make that the converter works in 
the point of maximal efficiency most of the time, displacement of the efficiency curve must be 
envisaged for that (fig. 2.24).This way, a flat efficiency characteristic, which presents a high 
efficiency in all the functioning power range, is desirable for this kind of applications. 
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Fig. 2.24. Representation of the European efficiency expression as well as the efficiency characteristic 

evolution of a classical Boost. 

These efficiencies allow a more realistic comparison between converters, either DC-DC 
converter or DC-AC inverters. For this reason, it is being used increasingly and more and 
more photovoltaic converter manufacturers like SMA or FRONIUS [68]-[69] provide this data 
to consumer in addition of the traditionally given maximal efficiency data. It is becoming a 
reference when photovoltaic dedicated converters are compared either in commercial 
domain or in scientific research areas [70]-[74]. 

2.4.1 Synthesis 

The measure of the energetic efficiency of the average daily efficiency will allow better 
comparing in photovoltaic field than instantaneous efficiencies. This manner of evaluation is 
more pertinent than by the use of instantaneous efficiencies since these ones are linked to a 
particular moment and conditioned by the measuring conditions. Moreover, in a photovoltaic 
system, the energy that is transferred to the load is the element to take into account. 

The conversion efficiency of a power conversion stage depends on the input voltage 
level, the temperature, etc., and it represents an instantaneous efficiency of the transferred 
power measured in given conditions.  

The efficiency of a conversion stage which includes the power converter and its 
associated power optimization controls can be also defined in an instantaneous moment. 
However, the measuring conditions are even more difficult to reproduce for different test and 
to guarantee the same test results which allow their comparison. Thus, the instantaneous 
power and efficiency notions do not allow carrying out precise comparative tests to know the 
evolution of improvement in the structure. In the same manner, it does not allow the 
comparison of different structures dedicated to PVG and functioning in different ways.  

For comparison of different structures and their evolution, the notion of average 
efficiency is the most appropriated. In addition, it is easier to compare the energetic gain 
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obtained in a day if we measure the total energy transferred to the load, instead to look to 
power efficiencies which varies permanently. 

2.5 Conclusion  

Generalities about the photovoltaic conversion system have been introduced in this 
chapter. Each of the elements of a PV installation has been defined and explained: from the 
PV generator, to power converter passing though its protections, characteristics and its 
control.  

First, the PV energy generation device has been introduced. The PV cell is the 
essential element of the PV system. Being the energy production of this cell very low, the 
interconnection of PV cells allows bigger PVGs called modules and arrays. The PV cells 
have suffered a large evolution along last decades. Traditional techniques as the crystalline 
silicon solar cell have improved in efficiency and new promising techniques have came out.  

The major characteristic of this photovoltaic energy source is its non lineal energy 
production characteristic, which depends, in one hand, on the atmospheric conditions and on 
the other hand in the connected load. Because of this non linearity in the power production, 
the importance of a PCU has pointed out. The PCU normally consist on a power converter 
and its associated MPPT control. Different methods of MPPT controls have been explained, 
pointing out the advantages and drawback of them. The efficiency concept in the MPPT 
control has been also defined which is considered as the major evaluation method of this 
type of control. Finally, the total efficiency of a photovoltaic power conversion system and the 
efficiency of power converter have been defined. The weighted CEC and EURO efficiencies 
has been also defined which remark the importance of high efficiency in a large range of 
input powers for photovoltaic power converters. 

Much effort has been carried out in the improvement of photovoltaic cell efficiency. 
These improvements are normally hard, slow and need lot of economical investment. 
Nevertheless, the other part of the photovoltaic system can be also widely improved, 
normally with lower economical investments. In fact, the power conversion efficiency and 
control efficiency are as important as the PVG efficiency, as the benefits of PV cell efficiency 
improvements are lost if their electrical energy is not efficiently transferred to the load. This 
way, research in either the MPPT control or the power conversion structure efficiency and 
very useful and can involve important benefits in the total efficiency of the photovoltaic 
installations.  
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3.1 Introduction 

At the beginning of the spatial PV supplies in 1960s, PV arrays had designed to 
working around a 12V in the aim to be connected to lead acid batteries via DC electrical 
buses. The matching stage was composed of DC-DC isolated converters. More recently, PV 
arrays are equipped with simple algorithms to recover the PPM. In terrestrial field, PV arrays 
have firstly used for isolated applications as solar water pumps or storage batteries charging 
systems. Since this period, the output PV voltage around the 12V (or a multiple of this 
voltage) was instituted as an absolute verity even for grid connected applications. In addition, 
during a long time, the trade-off energy produced/cost effective did not allow a power 
converter for matching electrical characteristics of the PV source to a load essentially 
because of its cost and its short working lifetime until failure.  

In parallel, bad working of electrical utility or absence of it in a large part of the country 
makes thinking in new solutions and about in 1970, in USA, the problematic of first smart-
grids was proposed. Thus, PV energy began to interest some governments and industries in 
the way to replace fossil energy sources to produce electricity in new grids. Theses ones 
were constituted to transport AC electricity, making evident the need of inverters to convert 
DC electricity of PVG on AC current and voltage and adapt the difference in voltage levels. 
Since this time, the either passive or active electronic components used in power converters 
had evolved to more performing and efficient elements. In the same goal, the photovoltaic 
conversion system has also become more efficient, robust and performing inducing important 
changes in topologies and structures.  

The objective of this section is to show the way that photovoltaic converter topologies 
has made from centralized converter to distributed power system. In this chapter, different 
photovoltaic converter topologies are analyzed, pointing out the advantages and drawbacks 
for each of them. Moreover, we will focused in the DC optimizer structures, analyzing their 
electrical structure solution that are present in the scientific literature. We analysed for each 
of them their advantages and disadvantages. We finish with the studies of existing solutions 
to improve efficiencies and life-time of SC. 

3.2 On-grid photovoltaic systems particularities 

Before starting our analysis, we remember that PV systems are structured into several 
operational configurations. Each configuration has a basic power electronic interface, also 
called Power Conditioning Unit (PCU) or a power stage, which interconnects the PV source 
to the utility grid or directly the load. In this way, the photovoltaic conversion chain is 
composed by the PVG, the PCU and a load. Depending on the application, the PCU 
structure varies. In the case that the load is a DC load, as a battery or DC machine, the 
power converter structure is a DC-DC converter. For AC loads or grid connections PV 
systems, the power converter is a DC-AC inverter. In both structures, control laws are 
associated to power conversion structure, which includes MPPT control and adapted sensors 
and securities for a correct functioning and the adaptation to the load or output 
characteristics.  
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Fig. 3. 1. PV conversion chain 

3.2.1 Properties of a grid connection 

Today, although the stand-alone PV installation progress constantly in the world and in 
particular in insulate sites, the most part of PV installations are designed to the electrical grid 
connection. According to 2009 report of IEA-PVPS on installed PV power [75], the 
cumulative grid-connected PV capacity of IEA countries is 95.9%, in comparison of the only 
4.1% that is installed in stand-alone PV systems. Fig. 3. 2. shows the growth in PV capacity 
from 1992 to 2009 for off-grid and grid connected PV installations. In this way, as well the PV 
system as the output signal must be adequate to local laws and standards requirements of 
the public grid, in terms of frequency, maximum voltage, harmonics, …  

 
Fig. 3. 2. Cumulative installed capacity between 1992 and 2009 in the IEA-PVPS reporting 

countries 

These standard deals with issues like power quality, detection of islanding operation, 
grounding, etc. This standard may vary between each country, and in this way, the 
requirements for each PV installation will change depending where are going to be installed.  
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Our purpose is not to analyze all standard that regulates the PV installations around 
the world. Nevertheless, we are interested in the important issues that a grid utility 
connection necessitates in term of characteristics and standard requirements, in order to 
specify the principal characteristic of a PV on-grid system. This analysis will be concentrated 
above all in French and European legislation because it is probably the place where this 
work will be carried out.  

The grid utility supplies an AC voltage waveform, with sinusoidal form. The nominal 
voltage for European grids is 230V ±10% [76], that is, the output nominal voltage of the all 
power system designed to a grid connection must be between 207V and 253V. Moreover, 
the inverter must operate without problems when harmonics according to the table 3.1. are 
present in the grid [77]. 

Table 3.1. Values of individual harmonic voltages at the supply-terminals for orders up to 25. 
The THD of supply voltage, including all harmonics up to the order 40, shall be less than 8% [77]. 

Odd harmonics, non multiple of 3 Odd harmonics, multiple of 3 Even harmonics 
Order [h] Voltage [%] Order [h] Voltage [%] Order [h] Voltage [%] 

1 100 3 5,0 2 2,0 
5 6,0 9 1,5 4 1,0 
7 5,0 15 0,3 6 0,5 

11 3,5 21 0,2 8 0,5 
13 3,0 >21 0,2 10 0,5 
17 2,0   12 0,2 
19 1,5   >12 0,2 
23 1,5     
25 1,5     

>25 0,2 + 12,5/h     

 

The nominal frequency for European grids is also regulated by EN 50160 standard 
[76], and it is fixed to 50 Hz ± 0,5 Hz.  

The current harmonics are regulated by the EN61000-3-2-1 standard [78] in the most 
of countries, including European countries. The limits imposed by this standard are showed 
in the table 3.2. However, other countries as Japan and United States demand a current 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THC) below 5% and any harmonics below 2% of the fundamental 
current. 

Table 3.2. EN 61000-3-2-A harmonic current limits [77]. 

Odd harmonics Even harmonics 
Order [h] Current [A] Order [h] Current [A] 

1 16,0 2 1,08 
3 2,30 4 0,43 
5 1,14 6 0,3 
7 0,77 >8 1,84 / h 
9 0,40   

11 0,33   
13 0,21   

>13 2,25 / h   
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Another issue to take into account in grid-tied photovoltaic installation is the grounding 
of the system and the equipment and its effect in the need of an electric isolation. Equipment 
ground is required in all countries. System ground is required in some countries for systems 
with voltages over 50 V (PV module open circuit voltage) [77]. Equipments ground involves 
that all metallic surfaces be grounded. Systems ground involves the negative (positive) 
terminal of the PV array(s) being connected to the ground.  

Finally, the inverters are also provided of protection for islanding situations. Islanding is 
the continued operation of the inverter when the grid has been removed by purpose, by 
accident or by damage. That is, the grid has been removed from the inverter, which then only 
supplies local loads. The inverter must be able to detect it and take appropriated protections 
to protect people and equipments [77]. 

These protections can be carried out through active or passive detection circuits. The 
passive ones do not have any influence on the power quality, as they just monitor grid 
parameters. This method is used in the detection of under- and over- voltage and frequency; 
voltage phase jump; voltage harmonics and Rate-Of-Change-Of-Frequency. The active 
schemes introduce a disturbance into the grid and therefore, the power quality may be 
affected [79]. 

3.2.2 A static power converter concept  

In a photovoltaic system, a Power Conditioning Unit (PCU) is necessary, not only to 
adapt the photovoltaic power production to specific load characteristic, but also to extract the 
maximum power from the PV generator. The PCU consists normally of switched-mode power 
converters with associated control laws.  

The task of a power static converter is to process and control the flow of one or more 
electrical sources to one or more loads by matching its voltages and currents in a form that is 
optimal for both, source and load. In general, they contain power and control input ports, and 
a power output port. The input and output power ports can be DC or AC types. Nevertheless 
along this thesis, only DC input power ones will be take into account as the PVG is a DC 
source. DC-DC power converters, shown in fig. 3. 3.a, are used for DC loads as batteries 
and DC machines. DC-AC converters, in fig. 3. 3.b, are the power converters for grid 
connection and isolated AC loads.  

 

a) b)

Fig. 3. 3. Schema blocks of a) DC-DC converter and b) DC-AC inverter 

iout 

vout 
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A static converter is a meshed of electrical components that acts as a linking, adapting 
or transforming stage between at least two electrical sources. One is the input generator and 
the other one, the load. The structure is composed by: 

 Non-linear elements, mainly semiconductors switches used in switched mode  
 Passive elements like capacitors, inductances and transformers. These reactive 

components are used for intermediate energy storage but also for voltage and current 
filtering. They generally represent an important part of the size, weight, and cost of the 
equipment and can reduce its global lifetime [80]. 

In the fig. 3. 4., the main elements of a power converter are represented :  

 
Fig. 3. 4. Schematised energy transfer though a power converter. 

An ideal static converter controls the flow of power between its input to its output with 
100% efficiency and it is recreates all the input power in the output port. This is the 
fundamental power conservation law applicable to all static converters.  

OUTIN PP 
 

(3.1) 

Process and transfer of the electrical power is made by semiconductor switches, in 
particular the time during they are at their on-state. For a simple structure with only one 
active component, the variable of adjustment is named duty cycle (that is, the ratio of on/off 

time named ). A relation between the input and output voltage/current defines this 
adjustment, given by equations (3.2) and (3.3), is valid for continuous conduction modes: 

 OUTIN VVf ,
 

(3.2)  

 OUTIN IIf ,
 

(3.3)  

In on-grid PV installations, at least one inverter is necessary to guarantee the grid 
connection. The mains functions of an inverter is to create correct sinusoidal output electric 
signal, respecting, all the requirement of the public electric net in frequency and THD issues.  

Apart from to respect the main legislation and standard, photovoltaic inverters have 
other constraints: low lifetime and reliability, high cost and low efficiency. 

Grid-tied photovoltaic installations must compete with other better positioned and 
cheaper electricity producers as nuclear energy, thermo-electrical and hydroelectric plants. In 
this way, it is important to reduce the price of all the photovoltaic installation, including the 
cost of the power stage. The electricity power generator cost is measured by €/W or $/W. 
That is by, how much € or $ have been need to be invested for each produced W.  

Input power 

(Pin). 

Output power 

(Pout). 
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Moreover, the system must be as efficient as possible. The initial cost will be recover 
by selling the produced electricity and once the cost price is returned, the PV instalator can 
made benefits. As sold electricity is the electricity amount that is inserted into the grid, the 
system efficiency, including inverter efficiency is in direct relation with the efficiency. Thus, 
smaller are losses, higher is the systems efficiency and more energy can be injected into the 
grid, increasing the benefits.  

Another constraint for PV installation is the lifecycle cost, which is directly linked with 
inverter reliability. In fact, inverters generally must be replaced every 5-10 years, whereas 
modules have a life of 25 years or more. In this way, investment in new inverters is required 
3-5 times over the life of a PV system, which increases considerably the lifecycle cost of PV 
installations. 

To resume, a photovoltaic power converter must adapt the photovoltaic energy 
production to public electric utility constraints, respecting the legislation and standards. But 
also in the same importance level, the inverter must be efficient, reliable and affordable in 
order to respond to industrial constraints and be competitive with other more economical and 
reliable traditional energy production systems.  

3.2.3 Main structures of power inverters used for matching PV stages  

The inverters can be classified by different families : the number of power processing 
stages and the use or not of a transformer categorize the power inverter.  

3.2.3.1 Number of power processing stages 

The power conditioning units in the photovoltaic system connected to the public grid 
can be composed by one, two or more power converters connected in cascade (fig. 3. 5.) 
Normally, they are not more than two converters, which can be also denominated stages. A 
higher number of stages involve more cost and less efficiency, but in addition, they offer the 
possibility of a better signal adaptation.  

The inverter in fig. 3. 5.a is a single-stage inverter. This unique stage must handle itself 
all the tasks as the MPPT, grid current control, and in some cases, the voltage amplification.  

Fig. 3. 5.b shows a dual-stage inverter. The first stage is a DC-DC converter, in which 
normally the MPPT control is performed as well as the voltage amplification if it is needed. 
The second stage is an inverter. Its main function is to modulate a sine-wave output signal 
and control the grid current insertion. 

 
a) b)

Fig. 3. 5. Two types of PV inverter depending in number of processing stages: a) single-stage 
inverter and b) dual-stage inverter 
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3.2.3.2 Power inverters with Transformer  

The eventual presence and the type of transformer can be also used as criteria to 
classify the structures of power processing systems.  

The use of a transformer is sometime a paradox in PV inverters. In some countries, as 
stated previously, the system grounding is not required if the PV maximum output voltage is 
less than 50V. Nevertheless, it is hard to achieve high-efficiency voltage amplification without 
transformer. In the other hand, for higher PV voltage levels, there is not needed for voltage 
amplifications and therefore, the transformer is not required for this function.  

Two types of transformers are used: line-frequency transformer and high-frequency 
transformer. A line-frequency transformer are voluminous and heavy and in this way their 
increase the size, weight and the cost of the power stage. For this reason, nowadays, the 
high-frequency transformers are widely used since they have smaller size and weight due to 
a higher working frequency. 

The bigger drawback of transformer is their low power transfer efficiency, which 
penalize considerably the Photovoltaic total efficiency.  

3.2.3.3 The H-bridge inverter 

The H-bridge inverter is one of the most common and simplest used inverter structures. 
Its name, H-bridge, is derived from the typical graphical representation of such circuit that is 
shown in fig. 3. 6. for a PV grid applications. It is built with four switches, and it main function 
is to inverse the input DC signal into an AC output signal. Closing S1 and S4 switches and 
opening S2 and S3 switches, a positive voltage is applied into the output port. The contrary 
operation, that is, closing S2 and S3 switches and opening S1 and S4 switches, a reverse 
voltage is applied in the output port. The switched of the same switching cell (S1-S2 and S3-
S4) can never be closed at the same time, as this could cause a short circuit of the input 
source. The H-bridge inverter with a DC source, as it is the case of a PVG, generates a 
square wave voltage across the output port. For this reason, filters are needed in order to 
create a sinusoidal waveform output, agreed with grid-connection law and standards 
requirements.  

 
Fig. 3. 6. Electric schema of the H-bridge inverter. 
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The H-Bridge converter is traditionally used in centralized architecture PV systems [81]. 
The first centralized converters used this structure. The main reason was that this inverter is 
simple, does not have lot of components and it is easily controllable in order to achieve a 
correct waveforms that can be connected directly to the grid. Nevertheless, it presents other 
disadvantages, principally due to the special characteristic of PV sources.  

One of the most important characteristic of this converter is the function that it can 
accomplish : the adaptation of the current and the voltage signals. In fact, it cannot be 
achieved any voltage step-up transformation operation, and in this way, a minimum voltage 
level must be guaranteed in the input port in order to get to the grid-connection voltage level.  

The other difficulty presented by this kind of structure in photovoltaic applications is the 
MPPT control. Indeed, the system does not let any degree of freedom. This structure does 
not allow a real MPPT control because only one independent value can be controlled (one 
duty cycle) and it must guarantee a minimum voltage level in the input port to a correct grid-
connection output signal.  

For this reason, the advantage of being one of the simplest DC-AC converters is also 
one of its biggest drawbacks for its utilisation in PV systems. In fact, the H-bridge inverter is a 
structure that gives a unique degree of freedom, making difficult to accomplish in the same 
time, the inversion of current, and the MPPT control operation.  

In this way, the most of the time, the photovoltaic grid-connected connected system 
use two-stage inverters. The first stage is normally a DC-DC converter in charge to match 
electrical characterises and with the help of the MPPT control extracts the maximum of PV 
energy. The second stage consists on the DC-AC converter that regulates the output current 
to achieve a sinusoidal waveform, in phase with the utility electrical grid.  

The structure uses normally MPPT control and can assure a correct match with the grid 
utility. The first structure consists normally in a boost or buck converter. The second stage is 
normally an H-bridge converter. Being the DC-DC converters who is charged of the voltage 
amplification and the MPPT control, this tasks are avoid in the inverter and in this way, its 
control is only dedicated to a correct sinusoidal and grid in phase output signal creation.  

3.3 Power architectures of PV systems  

The architecture of the power converter is important in a PV system. This structure 
determines the main characteristics of the photovoltaic installation, as the amount the PV 
modules need for the PV system and its type of connection. The effect of the partial 
shadowing or mismatch between PV modules in the energy production will also depends on 
the type of the architecture. Nevertheless, the price and cost of the PV also depends on the 
choice of the architecture. In resume, the choice will involve a bigger or smaller energy 
production and efficiency as well as an importance difference in the cost. For this reason, it is 
important to know different types of architecture in order to choose the correct PV 
architecture for each PV installation.  

The main architectures of the nowadays PV system will be analyzed, following their 
evolution and looking for the future tendency. Finally, the electric structures of DC optimizers 
will be analyzed as introduction to the work carried out in this thesis.  
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3.3.1 Main grid-tied photovoltaic systems   

Historically, the first grid connected photovoltaic installations where built using the 
centralized topology (fig. 3. 7.) [82]. This structure connects a large number of PV modules to 
the grid through only a high power inverter. In this type of installation, the photovoltaic 
modules are first connected in series building strings, in order to reach high voltage levels 
(normally 400V). The interest is to avoid a voltage amplification stage in the power inverter, 
and simplify the power conversion structure in this way. The strings are connected in parallel 
to increase the input current, and therefore the power. These installations could have from 
several kW to some MW peak of power.  

These structures are characterized by its high robustness and reliability and they have 
been widely used in spatial applications, to supply electricity to isolated villages or house and 
in big photovoltaic farms for electrical generation plants.  

The biggest drawback of this type of topology resides in the MPPT centralisation. As 
only one power-processing unit is charge to process all the PV modules, and therefore, there 
is a unique MPPT control, the mismatch losses between the PV modules and partial 
shadowing have a huge effect in the power system efficiency.  

Another drawback for this kind of installations is the halt of all the energy production in 
case of the breakdown of the power inverter, as all the PV power is passed though the alone 
inverter.  

 
Fig. 3. 7. Photovoltaic system based in centralized architecture 

The centralised inverters are being considering the past of earth photovoltaic system 
applications. Although they are still used in big photovoltaic farms, other PV structures begin 
to be used in order to exploit the PV energy in more distributed way and harvest bigger 
efficiency. First, the string and multi-string topologies have took the place of centralized 
inverters, which divide the PV arrays into strings. Later, a bigger division is taking place, and 
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the PV group is directly divided in individual PV modules connected to a unique power 
converter. 

3.3.1.1 String level energy management solution  

A string is a group of PV panels connected in series. In the multi-string [83] and string 
architectures [84] (fig. 3. 8.a and fig. 3. 8.b), the PV array is divided into PV strings. In multi-
string topology, each string is connected to a DC-DC converter. The outputs of the DC-DC 
converters are connected to the centralized grid-tied inverter. The difference for the string 
topology is that each string is directly connected to the grid by an inverter. In both topologies, 
each string benefits of the MPPT control and the maximum power point tracking is carried 
out in more distributed way than the centralized architecture. Thus, a partial shadowing in 
one of the string does not affect to the energy production of other strings and the PV power 
production is improved. 

As each converter is connected to fewer panels than in centralized architecture, the 
initial investment can be smaller, being the user who determines the size of the installation 
depending in the number of installed inverters. So on, for particular and domestic users, the 
investment is easier. Nevertheless, the problem of the decrease of efficiency due to 
mismatch losses between PV panels is not really solved with these topologies, as a partial 
shadow in a PV panel follow affecting to all the PV string.  

 
a b 

Fig. 3. 8. String level energy management photovoltaic architectures: a) string topology and b) 
multi-string topology. 

3.3.1.2 Module Level Power Management (MLPM) photovoltaic solutions 

The latest PV system topologies tend towards the distribution of the power processing 
system. In order to increase the efficiency of PV systems, Module Level Power Management 
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(MLPM) solutions are fast growing. It is expected to be almost the 40% of the residential PV 
installations for 2014 [85].  

The MLPM systems consist on micro-inverters and DC power optimizers, which 
manages the energy of PV modules individually. The fig. 3. 9. shows the micro inverter, 
optimiser and total MLPM system installation forecast for until 2014 [86].  

Micro-inverters convert direct PV current (DC) from a single PV module to alternating 
current (AC), whereas optimizers use DC-to-DC converter technology to take full advantage 
of the power harvest from the PV systems.  

 
Fig. 3. 9. Micro-inverter, DC-optimizer and MLPM PV system installation forecast [86] 

Micro-inverters consist on AC-DC power structures that manage the power of a unique 
PV module and integrating module dedicated MPPT control (fig. 3. 10.a.). They are designed 
to be connected to an electrical network. Therefore, they include in their structure the voltage 
amplification, the MPPT control and the inversion and the adaptation to grid connection. 
They are also been known as AC module structures. 

This kind of structure presents many advantages. The most important is the distribution 
of the MPPT control in each PV panel, avoiding the problems due to the mismatching of 
them. In this way, the system can extract the maximum power of the PV panel. Moreover, 
these kinds of installations ask for a small initial investment, as we can install the PV 
modules one by one. As well as the facility of enlarging of the PV installation, due to the 
parallel operation capability in the AC side. 

However, this system has also disadvantages. As the system is designed to connect 
the PV panel to the grid, the needed voltage amplification is important. This amplification can 
means a reduction of the overall efficiency. In addition, this amplification can involve complex 
electronic circuits and therefore, the increase of the price of the watt. Nevertheless, these 
systems are intended to be mass-produced, with low manufacturing cost and low retail 
prices. Additionally, they can become “plug and play” devices, easy to use, even by people 
with any knowledge of electrical installations. Taking into account these last effects, this kind 
of system could become interesting to domestic users. 
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As the AC modules are the DC-AC converters dedicated to one PV module, the DC 
optimizers are the DC-DC converters dedicated unique PV module and though to be 
integrated in multiple inputs distributed system. In this way, the output of these converters is 
a DC bus that is in the same time the input of a grid connected inverter. The goal of the DC 
optimizer is to extract the maximum power possible from the PVG, placing the MPPT in a 
distributed way. 

 

a) b)

Fig. 3. 10. Distributed PV architectures: a) AC module and b) DC optimizer connected to DC bus 
and Grid-tied inverter 

3.3.2 DC-DC structures in PV systems 

The DC-DC converters in photovoltaic systems are traditionally used for battery 
charging PV applications. They did historically used in stand-alone photovoltaic installations. 
In stand-alone PV systems, the PV energy has to be stored in order to guarantee the energy 
when the sun is not present. In this way, battery-charging systems from the PVG are used. 

In grid connected system, the use of the battery has been avoid and as all the energy 
was directly used or inserted in the electric grid, the traditional domestic photovoltaic 
structure has avoid the DC-DC power structure.  

Nevertheless, the transition from centralized structures to other distributed architecture 
has helped to the apparition of new structures where the DC-DC power converter is includes 
as in multi-string structures or DC optimizers.  

The use of DC optimizers to extract the maximum photovoltaic energy is more widely 
used. These structures are placed next to the PV module, and they extract the maximum 
energy from the PV module in a distributed way. According to photovoltaic use forecast 
studies [85], in the future, the use of this kind of architecture will increase considerably, 
taking an important part of the total residential photovoltaic installations. 
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In resume, the DC-DC structures can be distinguished by the presence or not of a 
battery in the system, which will determine the structure of the global system. The fig. 3. 11. 
shows two mains examples of a distributed PV system with a DC-DC power converter.  

The first one is characterized with a battery as intermediate state (fig. 3. 11.a). As 
normally the voltage of a battery is about 24V or 48V, the conversion structure must be a 
step-up converter. The other structure is characterized by a 400V DC bus output (fig. 3. 
11.b). New smart-grid and micro-grid systems are hydride systems with several different 
power sources, as the photovoltaic, fuel-cell or wind generators. In some of this smart-grid, 
the power sources are all connected to a 400V DC bus, which is the input of a grid-tied 
inverter. In this way, the DC module structure connected to this DC bus must have a great 
voltage transformation level, keeping high conversion efficiency. 

 
Fig. 3. 11. Two example of DC-DC structures in a distributed PV system 

The first architecture uses an intermediate battery to stock energy for the moments that 
there is not photovoltaic energy production. This kind of installation cannot benefit of 
advantages in electricity sold, and therefore few people use this system. Nevertheless, in 
stand-alone systems, a battery is necessary to guarantee a constant energy supply and this 
type of installation must be into account. Moreover, the micro-grid system concept, saw as a 
future distribution system, forecasts the presence of batteries. For this kind of systems, 
authors in [87] point out the interest of using battery level DC bus instead of charging battery 
by means of step-down converter in systems of higher voltage bus.  

3.3.2.1 Study of classical DC-DC boost converter 

The simplest step-up DC-DC converter structure is the boost converter. The electrical 
schema of the boost converter is reminded in the fig. 3. 12. The boost converter is one of the 
simplest DC-DC converters. It is a switched mode converter able to produce a dc output 
voltage that is greater in magnitude than the dc input voltage. It does not have galvanic 
isolation. Its simplicity, low number of components, the facility for control and high efficiency 
make this structure adequate for photovoltaic systems.  
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Fig. 3. 12. Electric structure of the boost power converter 

For practical realization of the switch cell, a MOSFET and a diode are needed, as 
shown in fig. 3. 12. An inductor is used as internal storage energy element. The inductor acts 
as a load when it is being charged and it absorbs energy. When it is being discharged, it acts 
as an energy source.  

The basic principle of a Boost converter consists of two distinct states (ON and OFF) 
as shown in fig. 3. 13. and the energy transfer through the loads is carried out in three steps. 
In first step, the inductor is charged as the S1 switch is turn on. In a second step, the inductor 
is discharged through the switch S2 to the load and C capacitor. In last step, the C capacitor 
is discharged to the load, maintaining a constant voltage level in the load, and at the same 
time, the inductor is charging, as the S1 switch is an ON state. 

 
Fig. 3. 13. ON and OFF state of a boost converter 

For a continuous operating mode, the ratio between the input and output voltage is 
defined by the following equation.  
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In theory, the voltage gain of the boost converter can be infinite when the duty cycle is 
close to one. However, the switch turn-off period becomes short when the duty-cycle 
increases and the current ripples of the power device are large with high-step-up conversion. 
That increases the power device conduction losses and turn-off the current. Moreover, the 
voltage stress of the switch and the diode is equal of the output voltage, which is large in 
high-output-voltage applications. The cost of the switches with high voltage stress is rather 
higher that of the switches with low voltage stress. The switching and reverse-recovery 
losses are significant due to the hard-switching operation. Furthermore, the power level is 
limited by the single-phase single-switch solution.  

This converter is still adequate for battery charging DC-DC photovoltaic applications or 
for systems with low voltage bus in which high-step-up voltage amplification is not needed. 
Nevertheless, for more complex structures, which ask for a high-voltage-step-up operation, is 
not utilisable. 

3.3.2.1.1 Losses in a boost converter 

As we have detailed in the previous section, the efficiency of a power converter can be 
defined as the ratio between the output power and the input power and the output power will 
be determined by the losses of the system in the power transfer:  
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(3.5)  

More than one technique can be used to determine the losses and therefore the 
efficiency of a power converter. One of the techniques uses equivalent circuit models of 

power structures by representing the converters as a transformer with  as duty cycle. 
Another method analyses the losses of components one by one and determines the total 
losses by the addition of all of them.  

The converter can be represented as a DC transformer. In [89], this model of 
representation is used to get a model for losses evaluation. As the DC converter can be 
represented with a transformer model (fig. 3. 14.a.), in the same way, it can be simplified by 
referring all the elements to the secondary side (fig. 3. 14.b). This model can be extended by 
the equivalent circuit elements. Non idealities, such as sources power losses, can be 
modelled by adding resistors as appropriate. After, using basic circuit development 
techniques, the drop of voltage and therefore, the losses of each component can be 
calculated.   
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 a) b) 

Fig. 3. 14. Representation of a boost DC-DC converter by a DC transformer (a) and its equivalent 
circuit in primary side (b).  

The boost converter example will be used to implement this technique and evaluate its 
efficiency.  

First, the inductor copper losses can be taken into consideration. The practical inductor 
presents two types of power losses: a) copper losses, originating in the resistance of the 
wire, and b) core losses, due to hysteresis and eddy current losses in the magnetic core. The 
model that describes these losses is presented in the fig. 3. 15. 

 
Fig. 3. 15. Equivalent model of inductor representing copper losses by series resistor RL 

The conduction losses of semiconductor can be also modelled. The forward voltage of 
a MOSFET can be modelled with reasonable accuracy as an on-resistance RDSon. In the case 
of a diode, a voltage source plus on-resistance yields presents a good model. The fig. 3. 16. 
shows the equivalent model of boost converter in on and off states.  

 
Fig. 3. 16. Boost converter circuit: when MOSFET conducts (on state), et when diode conducts 

(off state) 

This circuit can be represented as an idea transformer model. The fig. 3. 17. shows the 
equivalent circuit model of boost converter including the ideal transformer, inductor winding 

() 
M2()R1 

M()Vi
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resistance, and MOSFET and diode conduction losses. The term  corresponds to the duty 

cycle of the converter, that is, to on-state, and the term ’ corresponds to off state.  

 
 

Fig. 3. 17. Equivalent circuit model of boost convert including an ideal transformer, diodes and 
MOSFET losses.  

Once the equivalent circuit model is inserted into the boost converter, the circuit can be 
analysed in the same manner than the circuit used for the ideal lossless converter, using the 
principle of inductor volt-second balance, capacitor charge balance and small-ripple 
approximation.  

Following these techniques [89], the efficiency of a boost converter can be sum up in 
the following equation: 
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(3.6)  

Where, 

-  : Duty cycle of power converter 

- '  : Off state duty cycle of power converter 

- oV  : Output voltage of the DC-DC converter 

- iV  : Supply voltage or the photovoltaic voltage 

- fV  : Voltage Drop of the diode 

- R : Output Load Resistance 

- DR : Condution resistance of the Diode 

- )(onDSR : On resistance of the MOSFET 

- LdcR  : DC resistance of the inductor 

 

Nevertheless, this model does not take into consideration the switching losses, which 
must be integrated in more evolved model.  
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Another method to estimate losses is to take the power structure as a group of 
interconnected components. Looking one by one, these components and their losses, all 
losses can be estimated. This last method was taken for this study because of its simplicity. 

The losses of this structure are focused in the switching element composed by the 
MOSFET and the diode, and in the intermediate storage element that is the inductor. 
Moreover, the energy supply for drivers and control elements must be taking into account, as 
it also produces losses [90]. 

The inductor is a passive component and therefore, it only supports conductions 
losses. Nevertheless, two kinds of conduction losses are presented in the inductor: the 
losses caused by the DC resistance (PLdc) and the losses caused by the AC resistance (PLac) 
[91]. 

As the inductors are not ideal component, they have resistance inherent in the metal 
conductor. This resistance can be modelled as a resistor in series with the inductor and it is 
composed by the AC resistance and the DC resistance. In fact, the current though the 
inductor is composed by the DC or low frequency component and the AC component, as it is 
appreciated in the fig. 3. 18. In order to predict the inductor losses correctly, this must be 
separated into the two components.  

 
Fig. 3. 18. AC Current through an inductor in a typical DC-DC converter 

To calculate low frequency or DC losses, we use the low frequency resistance, which is 
quoted DCR in inductors data sheets. The current is the RMS value of the current and the 
ripple values through the inductor. In this cases where the ripple value is small, this value 
can be taken as the input DC current, that is, PV current. 

22
PVLdcLdcmLdcLdc IRPiRP 

 
(3.7)  

Where, 

- LdcR : On resistance of the Mosfet 

- mi : Current through the inductor, that is the same that the input current of the dc-dc 

converter, that is, the PV current. In following reference it will be directly call IPV 
 

High frequency losses are evaluated using the AC resistance, quoted ESR and the 
RMS value of the ripple current only. Inductor AC conduction losses are defined as: 
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(3.8)  
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(3.10)  

Where, 

- Laci  : AC Currant through the inductor 

- iV: Supply voltage or the photovoltaic voltage 

- oV  : Output voltage of the DC-DC converter 

- L : Inductance 
- f  : Switching frequency 

 
The diode and the MOSFET are active components and they compose the switching 

cell. They support both switching losses and conductions losses.  

The MOSFET device can be represented as it is shown in fig. 3. 19.a, with three 
parasites capacitors. As in the switching operation these capacitors must be charged, this 
involves losses. The more important losses are created by the charging of the junction 
capacitance (PQds). Moreover, in the switching of the MOSFET gate charge must be charged, 
which is traduced as additional losses (PQg). As last losses lied with the MOSFET switching 
operation, there are the losses called switching losses, which takes into account the effect 
that the turn off and turn on of the switch is not instantaneous. As can be appreciated in fig. 
3. 19.b., power losses peaks take place meanwhile the turning off and the turning on (Psw). 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 3. 19. a)The electrical representation of a MOSFET device with its parasite elements; and b) 
switching losses evaluation,  
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Finally, the internal resistance RDS(on) produce losses in the MOSFET (PON). These 
losses depend on on the current through it and on the time fraction that the MOSFET 
conduct current (ON state)  

Gate charge losses: 

fVQP ggQg 
 

(3.11)  

Where, 

- 
gQ : Gate charge of the Mosfet 

- 
gV  : Gate drive voltage of the Mosfet 

- f  : Switching frequency 

 
Junction capacitance Mosfet losses: 

fVCP iDSQ HDS
 2

2
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(3.12)  

Where, 

- 
DSC  : Junction capacitance of the Mosfet 

 
Switching losses: 
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(3.13)  

Where,  

- 
rt  : Rise time at switching on 

- 
ft  : Fall time at switching off 

 
Conduction losses: 
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(3.14)  

Where,  

- )(onDSR : On resistance of the Mosfet 

 
The last element that produces losses is the diode. It produces conduction and 

switching losses. Nevertheless, the switching losses are very low, and therefore they will be 
considered negligible. Thus, we will only consider conductions losses, which are represented 
with the following equation: 
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(3.15)  

Where,  

- fV : Voltage drop of the diode 

 
The power consumption of the control IC and drivers is also a loss for the system: 

CCsCTRL IVP 
 

(3.16)  

Where, 

- sV : Voltage supply for the IC control and drivers 

- CCI : Supply current of IC control and drivers 

 
Total losses are the sum of all individual losses: 

CTRLDOnswQdsQgLacLdcLoss PPPPPPPPP
T


  (3.17)  

Considering that the photovoltaic voltage change is negligible, as well as the battery 
voltage change and operating switching frequency is fixed, some losses are quadratic 

function of IPV ( OnLdc PP , ), other losses are linear function of IPV ( Dsw PP , ) and they are another 

losses that keep constant for any IPV value ( CTRLQdsQgLac PPPP ,,, ). The above formula (3.17) 

can be simplified as: 

cibiaP PVPVLossT
 2

  (3.18)  

Where,  

OnLdc PPa  ;  

onDsw PPb  ;  

and CTRLQdsQgLac PPPPc  . 

This losses equation can be integrated in the efficiency equation (3.5). Fig. 3. 20. 
represents the simulation of the efficiency of a boost converter for a fixed temperature and 
input and output voltages. The simulation parameters are given in table 3.3. and table 3.4. 
The phenomena of the increasing and decreasing efficiencies can be explained by the losses 
equation. In low power, when the input power is near to null production, the constant loss has 
major importance. As these losses are kept constant for all the power levels, but the input 
power is lower, the efficiency is low. As the power level is increasing, the effect of constant 
losses is decreasing, and the other losses affects proportionally in relation of the input power 
until the maximum efficiency point is reached. The decrease in the efficiency is caused by 
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the losses that are dependant of the squared current ant it parabolic effect. In this way, for 
higher power level, the efficiency is lower. 

 
Fig. 3. 20. Efficiency simulation of a boost converter 

Table 3.3. Simulation parameter for efficiency calculus:  

Vin 14.5V 

Vout 24V 

Frequency 320000Hz 

 

Table 3.4. Components parameter for the efficiency simulation 

Inductance L 33  10-3 F tr 35 10-9 s 

RLac 0.5  tf 27 10-9 s 

Qg 5.3 10-9 C tdoff 7.9 10-9 s 

Vg 5 V tdon 19 10-9 s 

Cds 75 10-12 C Vf 0.59 V 

Ron 0.075  Icc 0.5 10-3 A 

 

3.3.2.2 Other DC-DC converter structures used in DC optimizers 

As the boost converter presents a limited voltage conversion gain for efficiency high-
voltage-step-up operation, other structures must be envisaged. There are many researches 
in this field, looking for efficient high step-up DC-DC converters. 

max 
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Taking as base the boost structure, authors in [92] and [93] present the three level 
boost (fig. 3. 21.) which can double the voltage gain in comparison of the classical boost 
converter. In addition, this structure halves the power voltage stress compared to a classical 
boost. Low voltage stress and high-performance MOSFETs with low RDS(on) can be used to 
reduce circuit cost and the conduction losses. Besides, the structure presents improvements 
in switching losses and EME noise due to the low voltage stress. However, as the power 
devices operate in hard-switching condition, the reverse-recovery problem of the output 
diode is severe. Some solutions are possible in order to get the soft-switching performance 
using converters as the active zero voltage transition three voltage converter [94] or the 
passive lossless soft-switching three-level boost converter [95].  

 
Fig. 3. 21. Three level boost DC-DC conversion structure 

However, sometimes, the voltage conversion of the three level converter is not high 
enough to achieve desired power levels. An option to solve this problem is the cascaded 
structure where two boosts are connected in cascade (fig. 3. 22.) to double the voltage 
conversion gain. In addition to extend the voltage gain, the current ripple can be further 
reduced.  

The voltage stress of the first stage is low. It can operate in high frequency in order to 
improve power density. The second stage can work in low frequency to reduce switching 
losses. Although this converter can achieve high voltage conversion gain, the main 
disadvantage of this structure is that it needs two sets of power devices, magnetic cores and 
control circuits. So on, it becomes in an expensive and more complex system. Another issue 
of this converter is the stability and the control system must be designed carefully.  
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Fig. 3. 22. Two cascade boost power structure 

Cascaded boost converters have considerable amount of components, which involves 
cost, complexity and losses. To reduce the number of components, the two active switches 
of the cascaded boost converter can be integrated into one switch to reduce the circuit 
complexity [96]-[99]. This new structure is called quadratic converter (fig. 3. 23.). It is a 
simpler structure, only one power device must be controlled and the instability issue is 
avoiding in comparison with the cascaded boost converter. However, this converter presents 
high EMI levels, due to the hard switching and the absence of the auxiliary commutation. 
Many researches have been carried out in order to improve this problem. Examples of this 
research are the soft switching quadratic boost converter [100] or the transformless single 
switch quadratic boost converter [101]. 

 
Fig. 3. 23. Quadratic boost structure 

In non-isolated converters, the utilisation of coupled inductor is an utilised technique to 
achieve big voltage conversion gains. The second winding of the coupled inductor works as 
a voltage source. This one is in series with the power branch and the voltage gain is 
extended by the turns ratio design of the coupled inductor. Authors in [102] present a high-
step-up converter with coupled inductor. An auxiliary circuit has been added in order to 
achieve the soft-switching performance and reduce the switching loss. This auxiliary circuit 
provides ZVS and ZCS turn-on conditions for the switch and as the turn-on period of these 
auxiliary switches is short, the additional losses are reduced. The disadvantage of this 
topology resides in its complexity and high cost, due to high number of switching cells. 
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Fig. 3. 24.  Coupled-inductor DC-DC power converter 

The capacitor can be used as another voltage source to achieve a high-step-up 
conversion. The literature presents many switched-capacitor DC-DC converters with large 
conversion ratio [103]-[105]. An N-stage High-step-up converter with switches capacitors is 
shown in the fig. 3. 25.a. [104]. Each switched-capacitor cell is composed of a capacitor, a 
diode, and two switches. Each capacitor can be taken as a voltage source, which is switched 
and recombined by the switch devices. The current path is provided by the diode when the 
switch turns off. High-step-up and wide-range conversion is possible by employing N stages 
of the switched-capacitors cells. 

However, this structure presents a large number of active switching devices. In order to 
reduce the number of the power MOSFETs and gate drivers, an N-stage high-step-up- 
switched-capacitor resonant converter is proposed in [105]. The circuit is shown in fig. 3. 
25.b. In this case, the switched-capacitor cell is composed by two diodes and two capacitors. 
The lack of active switches in the switched-capacitor cells simplifies considerably the circuit 
structure.  

Nevertheless, both structures have many components, which involve a high cost and 
complexity. Thus, the control of these structures is delicate and request complex control 
systems to guarantee the stability. The voltage drop and therefore the power losses in all the 
switching components cannot be neglected. Therefore, although they present very 
transformation rapport, the low efficiency of the structure constitute a big drawback for its 
utilisation in PV systems. 

 
a) b) 

Fig. 3. 25. Two structure of N-stage high-step-up converters with switched capacitors. 

A different technique to achieve high conversion ratios is the use of multilevel 
converters. The general multilevel concept is based in the same principle and use the 
capacitor as a voltage source. The fig. 3. 26. shows an example of the high-step-up 
converter with a general multilevel cell [106]. Each basic cell is made up of a clamp capacitor 
and two switches that operate in complementary mode. This kind of structures can obtain a 
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high voltage gain by the parallel or series structure of the basic cells. High-efficiency, high 
power density and bidirectional performances are achieved for the converter.  

In this kind of structures, there is no need of magnetic components such as the 
inductor or the transformer. However, a large number of power devices are necessary to get 
high voltage gain, which increases circuit complexity and cost. In addition, the output voltage 
regulation capability is poor in a wide load variation because the output voltage must be a 
fraction or a multiply of the input voltage.  

 
Fig. 3. 26. Electric structure of a high-step-power converter with multilevel cells. 

Another technique to achieve high step-up converter is to use a transformer. Apart from 
adding galvanic isolation, a transformer allows to have big voltage conversion gain using the 
core-winding ratio. Nevertheless, the core loss adds an important and non-negligible amount 
of loss to the structure, and they are often not used for this reason in this kind of DC 
optimizers. When a galvanic isolation is needed, it is normally integrated in the inverter.  

However, the transformer can be also integrated in the DC-DC converter as authors in 
[107] do. They present a new resonant DC-DC converter topology with galvanic isolation for 
DC module applications. (fig. 3. 25.). The structure consists in a half bridge LLC resonant 
converter. Its soft switching feature, for the MOSFET in primary side and for the diodes in the 
secondary side, characterizes this converter. Moreover, it can achieve a compact design with 
high efficiency. The authors have added an additional half-wave-rectifier (HWR) to 
conventional LLC resonant converter.  

The HWR is formed by two diodes, a MOSFET and a capacitor and it is added in the 
secondary side of the transformer. A diode and the MOSFET form a unidirectional switch that 
disables the HWR. In normal condition, the HWR is disabled and the power conversion will 
be made though the LLC resonant converter. In the case of the photovoltaic power is smaller 
than the power rate and the photovoltaic voltage smaller than nominal voltage the HWR is 
enabled. In this case, the both output of HWR and converter are added and support together 
the 400V DC bus.  
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Fig. 3. 27. Electric structure of a resonant DC-DC converter with galvanic isolation for DC module 

applications 

Many other researches are carried out in series output connexion of PV DC-DC 
converters. The series output connexion of converters allows higher voltage level in the VBus, 
without the need of high conversion ration converter. Nevertheless, these structures can be 
considered as inter-connections between converters, and therefore, they will be analyzed in 
the following section. 

3.3.3 Synthesis  

The literature presents many structures that try to achieve high voltage gains with high 
efficiency. Nevertheless, to reach both objectives is a complicated task. Indeed, most type of 
structure achieve either one or the other goal, but difficulty both of them. The table 3.5. 
summary the characteristics of the mentioned DC-DC converter structures. 

 

Table 3.5. Review of presented DC-DC converter structures:  

Structure 

Number of 
component Simplicity of 

the structure 
Control 

complexity 
Cost Efficiency 

Active 
D-S 

Passive 
C-L 

Boost converter 
(Fig. 3. 12.) 

1-1 1-1 ++++ - + ++ 

Three level boost 
(Fig. 3. 21.) 

2-2 2-1 +++ + ++ + 

Cascaded boost 
(Fig. 3. 22.) 

2-2 2-2 +++ +++ ++ + 

Quadratic boost 
(Fig. 3. 23.) 

3-1 2-2 +++ + ++ + 
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Coupled Inductor 
DC-DC 

(Fig. 3. 24.) 
4-3 3-3 ++ +++ +++ - 

N-stage high 
step-up converter 

(Fig. 3. 25.a.) 

1-2/cell 
+2-2 

1C/cell 
+1C 

- ++++ ++++ -- 

N-stage high 
step-up converter 

(Fig. 3. 25.b.) 

2D/cell 
+2S 

2C/cell 
+1C 

- ++++ ++++ -- 

Multilevel 
converter 

(Fig. 3. 26.) 
2S/cell 

1C/cell 
+2C 

- ++++ ++++ -- 

Resonant DC-DC 
converter 

(Fig. 3. 27.) 
2-4 

3-2 
+transfor. 

+ ++++ +++ + 

 

Most structures mentioned previously achieve high voltage gains, nevertheless, they 
presents important drawback in terms of complexity of cost. In effect, these structures are 
composed by numerous of components.  

3.4 Association of power converters 

The inter-connection between several power converters is a well-known used 
technique to design new and more advantageous power conversion structures. 
Interconnecting simple converter structures allows improving characteristics that with only 
one converter will not be possible. The connection of these converters can consist on 
cascaded converter design with the equivalent of internal electrical bus. It can also concern 
parallel and series inter-connections of Static Converters (SC). Fig. 3. 28. shows the schema 
block of cascaded, series and paralleled connected power transfer structures. 

By interconnecting different structures, new tasks that only with one converter cannot 
be achieved are reached. For instance, the series and parallel connection of converter 
involve a major power transfer capability. The series connections increase the voltage. The 
parallel connections are used to increase the current. The cascade converters are used to 
assure several different functions in the structure. For instance, it allows increasing the 
degrees of control of the converter, making possible a voltage step-up function in addition to 
DC-AC transformation; or it increases the transformation ratio. Moreover, due to an 
intermediate bus, the addition of storage stages is possible.  

 
a) b) 
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c)
Fig. 3. 28. Three type of power converter connections: a) Paralleled connection, b) Series 

connection, and c) Cascaded connection. 

The three different associations of power converters are widely used techniques today 
in various applications. For instance, in embedded fields as computers and satellites, we can 
note complex distributed architectures with more than three stages in cascade and a lot of 
SC in parallel to achieve more robust architectures through the concept of redundancy. In 
railway systems, there are new series topologies linked to parallel ones which achieve high 
voltage levels and supplies locomotive motors. Today, interconnecting power converters 
allow resolving lot of electrical problems. New optimized structures with new or even 
improved characteristics can be achieved with new techniques of inter-connections. In latest 
studies to improve performances, the specific behaviours of sources and loads are taken into 
consideration to design new conversion stages, and not only the electrical characteristics 
that must support the structure to avoid failures. Many type of association can be envisaged, 
nevertheless, because in our work, we are focused only on PV applications, only the parallel, 
the series and cascaded association were analysed and their main principles will remember 
below. 

3.4.1 Cascaded power converters 

Two power converters can be cascaded when the output port of the first power 
converter is directly connected to the input of the second one, creating a new structure. The 
cascaded converters can be both of same characteristic and structure or totally different 
structures depending on applications.  

In new photovoltaic systems, a typical structure of cascaded converters can be 
composed by a simple DC-DC structure with its MPPT control and another simple DC-AC 
structure which allow the grid connection, for instance, by cascading a boost, a buck or a 
buck-boost converter with an H-bridge inverter [111]. In this example, the structure can 
achieve the amplification or reduction of the PV voltage at first stage and an inversion of the 
voltage through the second one. Fig. 3. 29. shows an example of cascaded converters with a 
boost converter and H-bridge inverter. 

 
Fig. 3. 29. Example of cascaded converters with a boost converter and H-bridge inverter. 
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In photovoltaic systems, today, this is a widely used technique to improve the 
performances of classically used alone H-bridge inverters as shown in examples of the 
previous sections. In fact, due to highly variable characteristics of PVG, the input voltage 
level is not always guarantee in the input of the inverter, in particular with presence of 
shadows in irradiance and by-pass diodes to protect PVG from these phenomena. In grid-
tied applications, the specifications in the output port are induced by the high constraints of 
the grid. Nevertheless, this kind of structure guaranties a perfect adapting of the voltage level 
to its inversion and thus, the output signal quality which is imposed for electrical grid 
connection permissions is assured.  

Another problem that can be solved by cascaded converters is the high step-up voltage 
amplifications without transformers. The simplest step-up existing converter is the boost 
converter. In theory, as we said previously, the voltage gain of the boost converter can be 
infinite when the duty cycle is close to one. However, in real realization, this is not the case 
and the voltage gain is limited.  

An example of commonly used cascaded boost converters has been presented as a 
power optimizer in section 3.3.2. as well as its simplified quadratic boost structures (fig. 3. 
22. and fig. 3. 23). In fact, the association of same characteristics DC-DC converters is used 
to achieve higher voltage ratio characteristic and by connecting two boost converters in 
cascade a double voltage conversion gain can be achieved as have been explained in the 
previous section. Moreover, apart from extend the voltage ratio, the current ripple can be 
further reduced with this kind of structure. Nevertheless, the need of two sets of power 
devices, magnetic cores and control circuits become these structures in an expensive and 
complex circuit.  

3.4.2 Series connection 

Many researches are carried out in series output connexion of PV DC-DC converters 
(fig. 3. 30.). The main goal of this kind of connection is to avoid the problem of high-step-up 
voltage transformation as the cases exposed in the previous part. In series connected ports, 
the voltages are added. Thus, higher voltage can be achieved in the output port, and 
therefore, this output port can be directly connected to a grid-tied inverter, assuring an 
adequate voltage level for its inversion and grid connection. Nevertheless, as all the output 
must have the same current level, the system often presents a big instability and its control a 
high complexity to resolve it, representing the biggest drawback of this kind of connection. 
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Fig. 3. 30. The schema block of DC-DC series connected converters for PV application 

In order to adapt the output voltage according to working condition (shadowing, 
mismatching...) of each PV generator, this kind of structures normally use converters that 
can operate in step-up and step-down mode. The Buck-Boost, the FSBB and the CÚK are 
some of the used structures. 

Authors in [108] present a module integrated converter for series connected 
photovoltaic application using a Four-Switch Buck-Boost (FSBB) converter (fig. 3. 31.). The 
power structure decouples each solar panel form the rest of the string, making the module 
insensitive to changes in the string and allowing it to operate at the optimum PV power. A 
high efficiency conversion is achieved by the minimisation of indirect power at the nominal 
operating point, which is achieved by the use of a converter having a buck-boost 
characteristic, designed to have a voltage conversion ratio of unity at the nominal operating 
point. With a multi-switch realization, this converter has three possible operation modes: 
buck, boost and pass-through. Working in one of this operating modes will depends in the 
global Istring and the maximum power point of each PV module of the moment. A MPPT 
control will guarantee that the solar panel work in the MPP. An additional control will switch 
the operating mode to buck, boost or through-pass mode.  

Buck operation is realized when IPV<Istring, since others modules operates in higher 
power due to mismatching conditions or shadowing effects. In this case, the switch N4 is 
permanently on, while N2 is permanently off. Devices N1 and N3 will allow to the converter to 
work in buck mode. 

The converter enters in boost mode when IPV<Istring due to other modules in the string 
operating at a lower power. In this operation mode, N2 is always turned-on and N4 turned-off. 
Switches N2 and N4 operate with duty cycles D and 1-D respectively and allow the boost 
operation mode. 

Finally, the structure works in through-pass mode when operating conditions of the 
string are nominal and balanced, and therefore, IPV≈Istring. During this mode, the PV panel is 
operating at its MPP and no additional control is needed. In this case, the input is directly 
connected to the output via the switch device N3 and N4. In this way, the effect does not 
affect to other systems parts. The structures as well to increase as decrease the voltage 
level. In this way, the output current can be also been controlled in the way to be the same 
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for all the series connected power conversion structures. Nevertheless, the disadvantage of 
this structure is evident in its low instability and in its complex control.  

 
Fig. 3. 31. Electric structure of the FSBB with its associated control 

Although the study of series connected PV converters is increasing, the parallel 
connexion is still used today and many authors present innovative advances to find the best 
structure to this kind of structures. The main characteristics of these structures must be the 
high step-up keeping high conversion efficiency and low price.  

3.4.3 Parallel connection 

The parallelization of power converters is one of the simplest forms of connecting 
power structures. For this reason, it is a one of the most used interconnection techniques. 
Apart from the simplicity of control, the parallel connected power converters add robustness, 
redundancy and power capability of the systems. Moreover, it can add availability from fault 
tolerant with N+1 modules and ease of maintainability with redundancy implementation. [112]  

Because the input and output ports of the converters are connected in parallel, it is also 
called PIPO connection (Parallel input-Parallel output). Fig. 3. 32. represents the schema 
block of this type of connection.  

 
Fig. 3. 32. Schema block of the PIPO structure 
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The main characteristic of this kind of structures is the distribution of current among the 
converters or phases. The input and output voltage of all the phases is the same as they are 
connected in parallel, in contrary, the current is divided between the phases. This division 
can be identical or not and it will depend on the current control strategy that is used as well 
as in the little mismatches that exist between different phases [113]-[114].  

The major advantage of these structures is the reduction of the thermal and electric 
stress in the components. As the charge is divided, a bigger power charge can be transferred 
without an increase in the power component stress. In this way, the system gains in 
robustness and in reliability.  

This kind of configuration is mostly used in high current and low voltage applications, 
for example in microprocessor alimentation. However, it can be also used in high power 
applications (high voltage and high current), as it is used in electric motor alimentation 
present in high speed trains.  

It is also used in the system of low voltage levels but high current levels. The power 
supplier for microprocessors is an example of the use of the parallelisation of power 
converters, as it is the case of Point of Load (POL) or Voltage Regulator Modules (VRM) 
[115][117]. Uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) use also often this kind of structures. [118]-
[119] 

The parallel connection of converters allows the connection of almost all the converters 
structures. Either DC-DC converters or inverters can be connected in parallel. Nevertheless, 
a successful selection of the paralleling scheme requires a firm understanding of merits and 
limitations of different paralleling schemes. The paralleling scheme must be selected by 
taking the complexity, cost, modularity, and reliability into consideration. Various interactions 
among converters modules must be incorporated into the control design and system 
integration to ensure stability, reliability and good dynamic performance. 

The parallel operation of power converters was first introduced in the inverter 
uninterruptible power systems (UPS) [119] for purpose of increasing output power capacity 
and system reliability. Various system topologies and their associated control schemes have 
been reported. Assuming that all inverter modules are identical, it was shown that simplicity 
in the system control, system protection and maintainability depend greatly on the system 
configuration [120]-[121].  

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the paralleled DC-DC converters 
modules, for reasons of increasing system reliability, facilitating system maintenance, 
allowing for future expansion and reducing system design cost [122]-[126]. Indeed, 
paralleling mode increases the power processing capability and improves the reliability 
because stresses are better distributed and fault tolerance is guaranteed. A uniform stresses 
is achieved when the input current is shared appropriately among the converters. Moreover, 
the paralleled converters have been utilized for energy efficiency improvement. In the 
photovoltaic field, the efficiency improvement is also carried out by paralleled converters. 
However, many advantages in paralleling converters are linked to its control systems. 

In PV field, many industrial PV inverters include a master-slave concept for connecting 
3, 4 or more inverters [127]. Solarmax manufacturer used this structure in some of its 
industrial inverters (Fig. 3. 33.). With the master-slave concept both master and slave 
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devices are connected in parallel on the DC side with the master controlling how many 
slaves are operating depending on the amount of solar energy available. At low radiation 
levels, this enables higher system efficiencies compared to the case where all inverter are 
permanently operating [128] 

 
Fig. 3. 33. The structure of SolarMax 4200C and 6000C inverters using Master-Slave control.  

The IG plus PV inverters of Fronius manufacturer use this kind of control by means of 
the MIX (Master Inverter eXchange) system concept [129]-[130]. The MIX architecture 
includes m parallel-connected inverters. The power conversion system is connected to a 
single PV generator with a fixed nominal power formed by all the available PV modules. The 
system is commercialized for PV power productions levels from 3.5kW to 12kW and it 
normally uses three paralleled inverter configurations. 

One of the inverters assumes the role of the master and the other ones are the slaves. 
The system is reconfigured depending on the DC power value present at the PV generator 
output, modifying the number of active inverters connected to the PVG at any time. The fig. 
3. 34. shows the three possible configurations available in such system. In this way, the 
inverter achieves three equal efficiency peaks, which enables a more constant efficiency 
over a wider input voltage range (fig. 3. 35.). 

 
a)n=1 b)n=2 c)n=3 

Fig. 3. 34. The three possible configuration of MIX system for three paralleled inverters PV 
system. 
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Fig. 3. 35. Comparison of conversion efficiency depending on voltage input voltage between 

traditional systems and Fronius IG Plus inverter with MIX system [130] 

From the MIX system, authors in [129] presents a new reconfiguration that uses the 
MIX system, but with two inverters of different sizes connected in parallel and removing the 
master-slave concept.  

A lot of others innovative structures exist and each day, new one is created showing 
the dynamic of this scientific field and the challenge to improve globally performances. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the photovoltaic conversion chain structures have been introduced. 
Beginning from the different topologies using in PV installation, we have finished by 
introducing the distributed DC-DC conversion structures.  

During the history of PV installation, many topologies have been used. Nevertheless, 
last structures tend to distributed PV exploitation systems. It is the case of AC modules, and 
DC optimizers. We has focused the analysis in DC optimizers, DC-DC power converters that 
maximize the PV energy extraction and are connected to an DC-AC inverter in its output port 
to grid-tied applications.  

The most of analyzed structures show a big voltage gain. Nevertheless, they are 
deficient in terms of efficiency and cost. Indeed, they are complex structures with big amount 
of components, that require complex control systems and have high cost. Moreover, the high 
quantity of components involves also losses in each of them, which decrease considerably 
the efficiency.  

The boost converter still remain a good structure for PV applications as it present low 
complexity either in structure or control, low cost and high efficiency. It has a voltage-step up 
characteristics, needed for a correct match with inverters inputs ports. Moreover, it is a 
simple and stable structure, and in the laboratory, there is an acquired knowledge in this 
subject, due to previous works [109]-[110].  
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However, it still presents drawback. For this reason, it is important to evolve the 
structure to more efficient systems. The inter-connection of conversion structures allow to 
reach power converter with improved and even new characteristics. The three main 
connections are the cascaded, series and parallel structure. The cascaded converters are 
mainly used to increase the degree of liberty or the power transfer capability. The series 
connections are used to increase the voltage. They allow achieving big transformation ratio 
by means of output series connection. However, these structures are instable and request for 
complex control system. Finally, the parallel connected are the more popular and used 
structures. Indeed, these structures allow the improvement of efficiency and are normally. In 
addition, they can be used to lifetime improvement since they can easily become in 
redundant systems.  

The following chapter 4 is dedicated to a presentation of a new structure based in 
boost converters, but that improves power converters increasing the efficiency and lifetime 
prediction by the parallel interconnection of converters.  
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4.1 Introduction 

As shown in previous chapters, photovoltaic systems are exposed to very changeable 
weather working conditions. The temperature and irradiance are not controllable variables, 
and they induce high changes in PV energy production which cannot be easily and exactly 
predicted. In the other hand, at each moment, the PVG productions affect the PV power 
converter structure with high variations of the operating point. Thus, a simple cloud can 
involve the passage from a maximum power production to a minimal power production. 

The design of a power conversion structure dedicated to a PV source which 
guarantees high conversion efficiency for all of operating points became difficult. The 
efficiency of a classical power converter presents a maximum value (ηMAX) to a given input 
power (nominal power, Pnom). The converter efficiency decreases when the input power is 
lower or higher than this nominal power value. In many power management applications, the 
design of the converter is made by referring to a fixed operating point (nominal power), set 
with the maximum efficiency.  

High efficiency systems in several applications are designed to match their nominal 
operating point with ηMAX. In the case of PV systems, the working points can vary in a large 
range of power values from zero to PMAX. Thus, this type of design is not possible for PV 
systems, as the power production changes constantly and it is impossible to fix an operating 
point.  

Moreover, a simple power conversion structure cannot assure a high efficiency for all 
the operating point of a photovoltaic system. More sophisticate ones must be designed in the 
goal to guarantee high conversion efficiency for long power ranges. The field of these new 
researches is named “flat efficiency” ones. 

Nevertheless, complexity in power structures, if they are not designed with a lot of 
optimisation can involve more costs, losses, lack of robustness and reliability, instabilities 
and even not efficient complex controls.  

As the photovoltaic systems are still expensive, the goal to improve performances of 
power productions must be coupled with a constant research to reduce costs. To increase 
globally the use of PV sources around the world, it is important for the photovoltaic global 
installation to be efficient, robust and long-lifetime system.  

In this chapter, we present the main results we have obtained in this field, and in 
particular, a new multi-phase converter with an instantaneous adaptive number of phases 
named MPAC. It was designed to achieve flat efficiencies. Main simulation and experimental 
results are presented in this chapter. This type of multi-phase presents high conversion 
efficiency for a large power range and as the thermal constraints are reduced, a higher life-
time can be achieved. 

The MPAC is composed by a minimum of two similar structure converters connected in 
parallel. Each phase can be considered as an independent SC. Many structures can be used 
depending on applications. Advanced control laws specific of PV arrays allow an optimal 
working mode of the system in terms of efficiency and life time, adapting the number of 
phases connected to the PVG at each moment, depending principally on the instantaneous 
power level of the PV generator, but also on other many criteria as we shown in this chapter. 
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In this way, the number of working phases at each moment corresponds to the optimal 
configuration to achieve the instantaneous maximum conversion efficiency. 

The problem of low electronic life-time in photovoltaic system could be partially 
resolved with a MPAC associated to advanced control laws. In this way, the algorithm of the 
MPAC, in addition to adapt number of phases at each time to maximize power production, 
manage the working time of each phase with a special sequence (specific timing rotation) to 
reach equal stress and aging of all the phases. 

Thermal and electric stresses have been reduced into the power components with a 
MPAC. The average temperature of the SC can be maintained homogeneous, moreover the 
maximum temperatures of components can be controlled to be lower compared to ones 
working in same conditions but belong to a single converter. First results obtained in the 
laboratory and confirmed by experimental tests based in component temperature studies 
show a better global aging of each component. Then, a longer life-time reliability rates can be 
obtained, reducing indirectly global cost of this type of structure. 

4.2 Study of Different control strategies  

In the precedent chapter, the interconnections of power converters have been explored 
to show their potential performances through several examples. Indeed, the interconnected 
converters present new interesting characteristics that simple converters do not have. This 
way, beginning from simple and robust converters, more advantageous ones can be 
achieved by interconnecting them. 

Parallel connection of converters offers the possibility to integrate different control 
strategies in order to improve the power transfer efficiency or increase the life-time of the 
system. Most of these techniques consist on the current distribution strategies. In fact, many 
works of research have been carried out in this field and there are many current control 
strategies, each one with its advantages and its drawbacks [113]-[114]. We studied two 
strategies based in paralleled converters to improve the efficiency of a power conversion 
structure. The first one is based in interleaving control methods. The second one consists on 
a multi-phase adaptive converter (MPAC), which adapts the number working phase to 
optimize the exploitation of the power converter.  

4.2.1 Efficiency improvement by Interleaving control mode 

Our main goal is to use interleaving control on paralleled converter structures and to 
study how we can increase the European efficiency, the reference used to compare 
performances of PV converters and MPPT control laws. We focused our effort in improving 
the efficiency in the range of power where statistically the system works most of the time. It 
corresponds to the power between 30% and 100% of its nominal or maximal power. 

From the losses analysis carried in the chapter 3, the switching components are 
considered to involve their most important losses. These losses are dependent on the 
current, voltage and internal characteristics like temperature, but also on the switching 
frequency. Control techniques can be used to improve the energy transfer by taking 
advantages of this effect.  
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MOSFET losses have been defined as the sum of switching and conduction losses as 
illustrated in the fig. 4. 1. [131]. The conduction losses are dependent on component crossing 
current, the duty cycle and the resistor at on-state of the MOSFET, called RDS(on): 

2
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.. )( (4.1)  

 
Fig. 4. 1. Simplest evalutaion of losses in a MOSFET 

Switching losses are dependent on voltage, frequency, crossing current and switching 
time: 
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When 3 boosts are working in parallel (three phases converter), the components 
number and its associated losses become more important (*3) compared to a classical 
structure, however the current going through each commutation cell is divided by 3.  

Generally, the MOSFET resistor value depends especially on the silicon area and it is 
inversely proportional to current though the component. The MOSFET used in the three 
phase converter has been dimensioned to support a third part of current of the simple 
converter; in consequence its resistor will be approximately three times higher. The 
evaluation of MOSFET conduction losses of the proposed structure shows that any 
conduction losses are added by parallel connection, as the equation (4.3) demonstrates:  
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A similar analysis shows that the MOSFET switching losses of the parallel converters 
are identical to the classical structure (equations (4.4) and (4.5)):  
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In final, we have demonstrated in a first approach that the parallel solution doesn’t 
amplify the MOSFET losses, despite the increase of commutation cells.   
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The other switching element is the diode. Conduction losses in a diode can be 
evaluated with the following equation: 

gCONDF IVDP .).1(  (4.6)  

Where, 

FgCONDCOND VIRV  . (4.7)  

If we consider that RCOND is very small, the losses caused by it can be considered 
negligible and we only considered the voltage drop in conduction state.  

As switching losses of diode are included in the evaluation of switching losses of the 
MOSFET, it is not needed to evaluate this part. 

In our system, the diode number and the current crossing them are respectively 
multiplied and divided by three. In consequence, the diode losses of the parallel connection 
are identical to the classical structure, as it is demonstrated by the following equations:  
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gFF IVDP .).1(  (4.9) 

This simple analysis, ignoring the evolution of the value of the MOSFET resistor 
according to the temperature and the commutation time variations, shows that the classical 
and the proposed structure which operates with the same switching frequency have 
approximately the same commutation cell losses. These losses can be improved by means 
of the interleaved mode.  

4.2.1.1 Interleaved mode 

One of the techniques for current distribution in paralleled power converters is the 
interleaved mode. Interleaved mode requires that the n parallel connected converters 
operate at constant switching frequency, but each phase must be shifted with respect to one 
another by 2π/n radians.  

Interleaved mode allows multiplying by n the switching frequency. This mode gives two 
alternatives: First, filters dimension can be reduced; and second, we can achieve better 
energy transfer by means of switching losses attenuation. This last solution consists in the 
switching frequency reduction by n in each cell, preserving initial filters.  

Fig. 4. 2. illustrates the waveforms of the current and the voltage in both a classical 
Boost and a three phase Boost. Switching frequency being the same in two systems, we 
realize that switching frequency of both input current and input voltage ripple have multiplied 
by three. In consequence, the ripple amplitudes have also decreased. 
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Fig. 4. 2. Waveforms of the output capacity tension and the inductor current for a classical Boost 
(a) and three Boost operating in interleaving mode.  

In the aim of reducing switching losses, one solution consists of divide the switching 
frequency since these losses are dependent of the frequency. In our system of three boosts 
in parallel working in interleaving mode, the frequency can be divided by three. By the input 
and output point of view, the switching frequency will not be changed because of interleaving 
working mode, but in contrary, switching components will support lower frequencies. The 
switching losses equation (4.2) can be rewritten as: 
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(4.10)  

To sum up, the MOSFET switching losses can be reduced and converter efficiency 
improved by the use of three parallel connected boost and operating in interleaving mode. 
This result is guaranteed only if the power is correctly shared between each converter. In this 
case, a current distribution control must be inserted in the system. We describe in the next 
part an example of currant sharing method. 

4.2.1.2 Current distribution control 

In the case of association of several cells in parallel, a correct current distribution 
between cell is needed to ensure an optimum conversion yield, as well as to avoid reliability 
and ageing problems [113]-[114],[132]-[133].  

The reference current Iref which represents the global current of the parallel structure is 
done by: 

LnnLLLnLLref IIIIIIKI   221121 )( (4.11) 
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Where ILi corresponds to the currents though each phase, K the function which 
calculate the Iref value and µi represents the percentage of each current that is taken into 
account to define the reference current. 

One type of regulation in which the variable μ1 takes the value of 1 and the other 
variables (μ2, μn, …) are affected by 0, is called “master-slave”. In this regulation mode, the 
output current of a conversion cell which is identified as the master, is the reference for 
others, which are called slaves. The master is the cell that owns the highest current. When 
the variables μ1,… μn are affected by the value of 1/n, democratic current sharing strategy is 
used. In this case, Iref is calculated by mean of the sum of all currents [113]-[114].  

This last solution has been kept for our system, ensuring the same charge in each the 
power cell.  

4.2.1.3 Experimental prototype and control laws 

A 100 W experimental prototype with parallel connection of three cells interleaved 
Boost converter was developed to validate the losses analysis. Each phase has been made 
to support a third of total power, which is 33W. For the one phase classical boost, reference 
of the diode is MBRD640CTT4G and for the MOSFET, we have used the reference 
IRFR024N. The diode and the MosFet used for the new structure of three phases in parallel 
are respectively the reference 50WQ04FN and the reference NTD3055-094.  

As our system being composed by three boosts in parallel, and we use a democratic 
current sharing control, each phase is affected by 1/3 of the total current and so, the 
reference current Iref is generated by the following equation: 
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(4.12)  

For photovoltaic applications, this current regulation must be imperatively compatible 
with the used MPPT control to ensure the working in the maximal power point. The MPPT 
control is used is an extremum seeking based MPPT control that has been previously 
developed in the laboratory [134].  

In the fig. 4. 3., the schema of the system of three paralleled boost converters with 
interleaved current control for PV applications is showed. The system is supplied by current 
control in the output of the PVG and in the input of each boost converter. PV voltage 
generation is also measured. PV current and voltage are used to determine the PV power 
generation. Using these two data, the MPPT control determines the voltage reference.  

For the democratic current distribution, the current of the three phases is added, and 
divided by three and in this way, the current reference is obtained. The difference between 
the current of each phases and the current reference determines the error. From the voltage 
reference, the last reference is obtained by adding the error to the voltage reference. The 
control signal for the switching devices or the duty cycle is lastly got by PWM method. That 
is, comparing the last reference with triangular signal. In this case, the three triangular 
signals have the same frequency of 180 kHz. However, they are phased in 0°, 120° and 240° 
to achieve the interleaving effect.  
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Fig. 4. 3. Schema of the three paralleled Boost system with interleaved current control for PV 

application  

4.2.1.4 Validation of the experimental prototype 

A set of real measurements has been made in order to investigate the performances of 
the proposed structure. The electrical features of the PV array are reported in the table 4.1., 
and a lead storage battery with a nominal voltage of 24V is used as a DC load. Steady state 
waveforms of the photovoltaic conversion chain for a constant radiation level are illustrated in 
fig. 4. 4.a. These waveforms show the achievement of the MPP, characterised by the 
oscillations around the PV maximal power point and the uniformly photovoltaic current 
distribution among the different converters. It is shown in this figure the compatibility between 
the MPPT control and current-sharing control. The current control guarantees 1/3 of PV 
current for each cell. The phase difference inserted by the interleaved mode is observable on 
the fig. 4. 4.b.  

   

 a) b) 

Fig. 4. 4. Steady state behaviour of photovoltaic conversion chain (a), zoom on inductor currents 
(IL1, IL2 and IL3) and photovoltaic current (IPV). 
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Table 4.1. Electrical features of the photovoltaic array:  

Maximum power (Pmax) 85 W 

Voltage at Pmax (Vmp) 18 V 

Current at Pmax (Imp) 4.72 A 

Short Circuit current (Isc) 5.0 A 

Open circuit Voltage (Voc) 22.1 V 

 

The fig. 4. 5. shows the dynamic response of the system to sudden PV power 
generations steps. In the first figure, the system is affected by an increasing power step. In 
the second one, a sudden power diminution is tested. The changes in power are simulated 
by increasing and decreasing current steps. The power changes do not disturb the stability of 
the system. The democratic current-sharing is able to maintain equally the distribution of 
current. Moreover, the MPP tracking is not perturbed when the system is submitted to this 
abrupt variation. 

a) b) 
Fig. 4. 5. Dynamic response during a solar radiation increase (a), and decrease (b). 

4.2.1.5 Comparatives experimental results 

New structure has been compared to a classical solar Boost converter. This classical 
solar converter has been designed to support the same power of the new structure and it has 
been provided with the same filtering elements.  

The energy performances of both structures have been compared during a day. The 
test conditions scheme is exposed on the fig. 4. 6. Classical Boost has worked in the 
switching frequency of 540 kHz, while the new structure has worked three times slower, in a 
frequency of 180 kHz due to interleaving mode. The different electrical variables have been 
measured by means of the automatic measurement system developed in our laboratory 
[135].  
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Fig. 4. 6. Scheme of paralleling 3 Boost converter and a classical Boost converter for the 

realisation of the tests 

The results of this test are represented on the fig. 4. 7. The PV power and the Battery 
power represent respectively the day round evolution of the delivered power by the PV panel 
and the transferred power to the load. This information is essential to obtain the converter 
efficiencies evolution of each structure. This one decreases when the PV power increases. In 
contrary, the parallel structure maintains a high efficiency when the PV power is superior to 
30% of its power range. In low power, the efficiency of three phase converter is poor. This 
phenomenon is principally induced by the operating in discontinuous mode of the proposed 
structure. This operating mode is directly dependent on switching frequency and the supplied 
PV current. Thus losses increase and the efficiency decreases. However, the power 
converter efficiency of the proposed structure is about 92% between 30 and 100% of rated 
power. Because of the effect of this long range of high efficiency, the global result implies an 
energy transfer gain compared only to a classical Boost converter. The principal results of 
this test are reported in the table 4.2. 

 
Fig. 4. 7. Daily comparison of power an efficiency between three cells interleaved Boosts 

converter and a classical Boost converter 
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Table 4.2. Synthesis of one day of measures:  

 

 
Produced energy 

(Wh) 

Transferred 
energy 
(Wh) 

CONV
(%) 

Measures 
of 03 may 

2009 

Classical structure    
(VBAT =24 V) 

428 387,9 90.6 

Proposed structure 
(VBAT =24 V) 

430,9 397,1 92.1 

 

4.2.2 Multi-Phase Adaptive Converter 

Using paralleled interleaved converter has been achieved a better European efficiency. 
Nevertheless, this system presents a major drawback: a lower efficiency in low power ranges 
than a classical simple structure. For this reason, other methods must be envisaged to obtain 
better energy transfer efficiency in all the power range. We have designed during our PhD a 
new type of parallel structure named Multi-Phase Adaptive Converter (MPAC) which is 
presented in this part. The MPAC integrates an advanced control law which adapts the 
number of working phases of the converter depending on the PV power generation of each 
moment. This way, the efficiency of the power converter is more optimal for every power 
production. But the phase adaptation is not the only function that integrates the MPAC. 
Besides, other functionalities as phase rotation or security functions are also integrated in 
order to improve aging and increase life-time.  

4.2.2.1 Efficiency improvement by Phase adaptation 

As the parallel connection of power converter is a good option to improve power 
transfer efficiency in PV applications as shown by [122] and by taking into account the 
advantages of the parallelisation of power converters, the Multi-Phase Adaptive (MPAC) 
solution was designed in the context of this PhD. The principle of this structure is presented 
in fig. 4. 8. The MPAC is constituted by n converters in parallel. Using advanced Control laws 
to activate and deactivate the converters phases, this structure is adapted to the source 
characteristics as the PVG which present changeable input power conditions. Our goal with 
this type of structure is to achieve not only a higher efficiency for a larger input power range, 
nearer to the ideal efficiency, but also manage the electric and thermal stress of components 
which could be traduced as a larger life-time, a high reliability and, in its global life-cycle 
duration, a relative reduction cost.  
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Fig. 4. 8. Schema block of the n parallelized converters 

With the aim to adapt the number of phases in order to achieve the best efficiency 
possible, the criteria of optimal power values for each adaptation moment have to be chosen 
precisely.  

As n converters are connected in parallel, this could bring to think that the turn on and 
turn off of the phase must be done by keeping power proportionality with the nominal power 
of individual converters, that is, in the power corresponding to 1/n, 2/n, 3/n,…values. 
Nevertheless, in this way, there is not possible to take advantage of all the conversion 
efficiency of the power converter because the behaviour of efficiency is not proportional with 
the power crossing converters.  

In the cases of paralleling connection of power converters with adaptation systems, this 
adaptation of phase is carried out by establishing adaptation points proportional to nominal 
power of the individual converters.  

In order to illustrate this effect, the efficiency curves for the efficiency test of 3 phase 
power converter will be analysed. In fig. 4. 9., the efficiency curves for 1,2 and 3 phases 
mode of functioning for a 100WP prototype are shown for typical conditions of functioning 
(Vin=15V and Vout=24V). P1/3 and P2/3 represent respectively the power level where the phase 
number must be changed. We name this type of control: a linear phase adaptation. The 
theoretical efficiency of the power converter in this case of adaptation is also shown by a red 
line. In this curve, we can see drastic drops in the efficiency at each modification, and thus 
the conversion efficiency is not really improved by using this adaptation method.  
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a) b) 

Fig. 4. 9. Efficiency curves for 1,2 and 3 phases operating mode and for an algorithm based on 
the adaptation done for  1/3 and 2/3 of nominal power. 

Thus, if we examine precisely behaviours of 1, 2 and 3 phases, it can be shown that to 
achieve better efficiency, the adaptation of the phase must be made in precise intersection 
points of the efficiency curves. These points are defined as Pn. They correspond to power 
levels where the change of number of phases is made optimally. The first intersection point is 
called P1, the second, P2, and successively depending on the number of paralleled phases of 
the system. 

These points are used to adapt the number of active phase of the system in each 
moment. Thus, when the photovoltaic power production is lower than P1, only one phase is 
active and the other phases are kept in off state. For PV power production between P1 and 
P2, two phases will be active; and for power productions higher than P2, three phases will be 
active. The theoretical efficiency of the power converter using this adaptation mode is shown 
by the red line. In this case, the efficiency curve does not suffer drastic drops and it follows 
the maximum possible efficiency for all the power range.  

 

a) b) 

Fig. 4. 10. Efficiency curves for 1,2 and 3 phases operating mode and for the adaptation using 
predetermined optimal points. 

Finally, in fig. 4. 11., the comparison between both methods can be appreciated. The 
use of predetermined points P1 and P2 shows better efficiency. To resume, it is important to 
adapt the number of phases in an exact moment. This moment corresponds to a particular 

P1 
P2 

2/3 PMAX 

1/3 PMAX 
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power level called Pn which can be defined as the intersection between the efficiency curves 
of n and n+1 phases operating modes.  

 
Fig. 4. 11. Comparison of efficiencies with the two algorithms. 

Thus, the working mode for N paralleled phases power converter can be defined by a 
sunny day as in the fig. 4. 12. The values from P1 to Pn have been measured. Looking the 
intersection of efficiency curves, the optimal number of active phases corresponds to the 
number of phases that have the highest efficiency for the instantaneous power value. The 
values P1 to Pn represent the intersection in which the number of active phases changes. 
The number of phases that are active in each moment of the day are also represented. 

 
Fig. 4. 12. The working mode of N paralleled converter for a sunny day. 
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4.2.2.2 Example of design of a MPAC 

A simple power conversion structure has been envisaged to carry out this research and 
its experimental validation. Thus, a simple structure was chosen with a unique PV panel in 
the input port of the MPAC and a lead acid battery for a load. This choice has been made 
above all due to installation availability as well to the possibility to carry out practical test for 
validate the system. Moreover, in the laboratory, there is an already acquired knowledge with 
this structure as they have been used in previous works. Good results have been obtained in 
of boost prototypes with associated MPPT controls [136]-[137].  

Nevertheless, these researches could be expanded to more complex DC-AC grid 
connected systems since the type of losses of almost all the converters presents the same 
nature. 

In this way and in order to improve the efficiency of a power converter, it is important to 
understand the origin of losses and their behaviour linked to several constraints.  

4.2.2.2.1 A boost converter for the elementary phase  

The analysis of the losses of a power converter will be carried out taking the boost 
converter as the practical example. The electrical schema of the boost converter is reminded 
in the fig. 4. 13. The boost converter is one of the simplest DC-DC converters. It is a 
switched mode converter that is capable to produce a DC output voltage which is greater in 
magnitude than the DC input voltage. For testbench and practical test prototypes, the switch 
cell is constituted with a MOSFET and a diode. An inductor is used as intermediate to store 
energy. The inductor acts as a load when it is being charged and it absorbs energy. When it 
is being discharged, it acts as an energy source. 

 
Fig. 4. 13. The electrical schema of a boost converter 

As we have detailed in the previous chapter, the efficiency of a power converter can be 
defined as the ratio between the output power and the input power and the output power will 
be determined by the losses of the system in the power transfer:  

in
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out
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P 


 
(4.13)  

For a continuous operating mode, the ratio between the input and output voltage is 
defined by the following equation.  
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(4.14)  
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The losses analysis carried out in the chapter 3 showed that the total losses come from 
switching losses, conduction losses and losses produced by the supply of the components. 
This analysis has shown that they depend on the input current, or even in the input power if 
the input voltage is considered constant, and can be represented with a second level 
equation. This formula is reminded in the equation (4.15).  

cibiaP PVPVLossT
 2

  (4.15)  

Where,  

OnLdc PPa  ;  

onDsw PPb  ;  

and CTRLQdsQgLac PPPPc  . 

This losses equation involves a presence of a maximum in the efficiency of converters 
which correspond to a given input current. For working condition with lower or higher current 
than this value, the efficiency decrease considerably.  

4.2.2.2.2 Loss evolution in a multi-phase converter  

In order to evaluate the interest of a n phases converter, a similar analysis must be 
also done for this structure. In fig. 4. 14, the structure of n phases boost converter is shown. 
Their inputs and output ports are connected in parallel. One global control is used to all of the 
converters in parallel. 

 
Fig. 4. 14. Electric schema of N paralleled boost converters 
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In equation (4.15), losses for a simple boost converter are defined. From this analisys 
and this formula the losses in n phases converter can be deducted.  

Two loss associated effects take place in paralleled power converters. In one hand, as 
the number of converters or phases is multiplied, the number of components is also 
multiplied and, in this way, the total losses of the paralleled converter will be also multiplied. 
On the other hand, considering that all the phases are identical and a homogenous current 
distribution is assured, the current though each phase will be also divided. In this case, the 
PV voltage and the temperature are considered unchanged as their variation is not as 
important as the current and it has a slower time constant. Thus, the following simplified 
equation can be obtained, which represents the loss in a multi-phase converter:  


















 c
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  (4.16)  

ncibi
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P PVPVLossn

 2

  (4.17)  

Where  

OnLdc PPa  ;  

onDsw PPb  ;  

and CTRLQdsQgLac PPPPc  . 

This result allows the realization of a comparison between a single one phase power 
converter and multi-phase converter. Two points will be compared: the null currents or losses 
tendency when the input or PV current goes toward zero; and high values or the losses 
tendency when the PV current increases toward infinite values.  

When PV current values go toward null values, that is, in low PV current cases, the c 
value determines the losses:  

1 phase cLossTOTAL
IPV


0

lim
  (4.18)  

   (4.19) 

n phase: ncLoss
n

PV
TOTAL

I


0
lim   (4.20) 

   (4.21) 

As ncc  , losses are bigger for multi-phase converter in low current values, that is, in 
low PV power productions.  

The losses increase in parabolic way with increasing input current. The increasing 
speed of a curve is measured by the derivate of its curve equation. In this way, the 
increasing speed of both structures can be defined in the following way: 
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As b
n

a
ba  22 , losses are smaller for multi-phase converter in high current 

values, that is, in higher PV power productions.  

Fig. 4. 15. show the losses of one phase converter and three phase converter by 
MatLab simulation of the (4.17.) equation. The simulations parameters are the same that has 
been used in the boost converter efficiency simulation showed in fig. 3. 20. and they are 
given in table 3.3. and table 3.4. The losses are lower for a single converter in low power, as 
the analysis has shown. In contrary, they are lower for the three phase converter in lower 
power as, the losses increases faster for the single converter. Thus, there is an intersection 
in the losses and efficiency curves.  

 
Fig. 4. 15. Power loss evolution for 1 and 3 phases parallelised boost converter. 

The losses analysis has also demonstrated the interest of the main function of the 
MPAC that consist on the adaptation of phases depending in instantaneous power level.  

4.2.2.3 Determination of power ranges 

Power ranges for each functioning mode are first determined. These ranges are based 
in efficiency curves of each mode. The crossing between this curves define the low value 
and high value of power ranges for each functioning mode. The intersections point of 
efficiency curves are named Pn, determining this point the power level in which the power 
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converter change the number of working phases. The intersection between one phase 
efficiency curve and two phase efficiency curve will be named P1. P1 determines the power 
level to pass from one phase working mode to two phase working mode. For the intersection 
between two phase and three phase efficiency curves, the crossing point is named P2 and it 
determines the power level where the converter changes from two to three phases. Thus, to 
resume, the intersection between n phases working mode and n+1 working mode is named 
Pn, and it determines the power level in which the power converter change the number of 
phase from n to n+1. 

These points are determined by experimental tests. In fact, to adapt correctly the 
phases the adaptation point must correspond to the intersection of efficiency between 
efficiencies of each working mode. An experimental prototype has been used to determine 
these points.  

Efficiency test has been carried out for this purpose. For each of the working modes, 
the efficiency has been measured by a current sweeping. The input and output voltages have 
been kept constant in the entire test. Fig. 4. 16. represents the efficiency evolution of the 
MPAC designed to be connected to the PV module of 85 WP. Here, the MPAC is constituted 
by three power converters of 100W. The input voltage has been defined as 14V, which 
correspond to the maximum power point voltage level. The output voltage simulates a 24V 
battery. The intersection of the efficiency curves of one and two phase working modes 
determines the first power level (P1). In this power level, the MPAC change the working mode 
from 1 to 2 phases if the power is increasing and from 2 to 1 phase if the PV power 
generation is decreasing. In the same way, the intersection of the efficiency curves of two 
and three phase (P2) determines the transition point between two phases and three phases 
working mode.  

 
Fig. 4. 16. Behaviour of the conversion efficiency of the MPAC operating during different 

configurations  

P1

P2 
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The number of converters inserted in the MPAC can vary depending on the PV 
generator power and the efficiency curves evolution of the MPAC operating modes (1, 2… 
until n phases connected). For this structure and power level three converters are used. The 
efficiency gain of the third phase is still visible; however, another phase would increase the 
price and complexity of the converter but without any obvious gain in efficiency. For other 
applications, other theoretical studies and methodology analysis must be predicted. 

4.2.2.4 Phase adaptation control law 

Once the transition points, Pn, are determined, the values of these points are saved. 
The adaptation algorithm uses this information to adapt the number of phases depending on 
the PV power production of each instant.  

The system is equipped by captors that measure the input current and voltage. By its 
multiplication, the PV power is calculated. This PV power is compared with pre-determined 
power ranges and the optimum number of active phases is determined. The determined 
number of phases is connected. The algorithm of the converter adaptation law is reported in 
the Fig. 4. 17. for n converters. 

The adaptation of phases is made by a micro controller that controls the working state 
of all the phases. The phases are activated or deactivated by a control signal from the micro 
controller that actives the MOSFET or the active switching component of each phase. Fig. 4. 
17. shows the algorithm used to the phase adaptation.  

 
Fig. 4. 17. Algorithm for the converters number activation. 

4.2.2.5 Life-time improvement by phase rotation 

Nevertheless, the improvement of efficiency is not the only factor that must be 
improved in a photovoltaic system.  

However, this mode of working could involve the premature aging of the phase number 
1, which is active during all the different operating modes. In order to avoid this phenomenon, 
another control law has been integrated: the rotation of phases of the power converter. 

The rotation of converter phases has been incorporated to the system to homogenize 
working time of each phase. That will guarantee uniform aging in the phases and increased 
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the average life time of the system, avoiding that one phase break down much faster than 
the other ones.  

In order to perform the rotation of the converter, a control law has been implemented in 
the system. This control law is based in the assignation of priorities according to the total 
working time of each phase. The activation order of the phases will depend in this priority. 

The algorithm consists in registering the total working time of each phase. Each 10 
seconds this total time will be checked and the different phases will be assigned with 
respective priority levels. The converter that has worked less time will be assigned with the 
highest priority and the one that has worked more time with the lowest priority. Then, the 
phase or phases will be activated according to priority level. The algorithm of converter 
phase rotation must be integrated taking into account the adaptive phase algorithm, 
explained in the previous section. The simplified schema of the rotation and adaptation 
algorithm is shown in the fig. 4. 18. 

 
Fig. 4. 18. Algorithm of the rotation law of phases 

4.2.2.6 Other functionalities 

In addition to the adaptation and the rotation of phases, the system also needs 
additional functions or control laws to its optimal working. It is the case of security functions 
that will assure its functioning even in case of phase failures and the MPPT control, 
necessary in PV system to get the maximum available power in the PVG.  

4.2.2.6.1 Security and failure detection 

Although, the rotation of the phase has been integrated to achieve a homogeneous 
aging of all the phase, the failure of one of the phase cannot be completely prevented. Thus 
as security function, the different power converters are checked constantly in order to verify if 
their operating state is in accordance with the commanded state. The method to detect the 
default consists in measuring the currents through the different converters. In the case of the 
presence of current in a deactivated phase or the absence of current in an activated phase, 
the presence of a failure is detected. In this case, priority level of this broken phase will be 
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set to null, disallowing the option of its activation. This monitoring mode is represented in the 
fig. 4. 19. by the security and fault blocks. 

After the system initialization, where the initial priorities will be defined in accordance 
with the total worked time of each converter, the activation of number of phases is carried out 
according to the PV power production and the priorities of the moment. Then the security test 
is carried out, as well as the verification of possible changes of static converter number due 
to a PV power evolution. These verifications are constantly carried out, and the same 
configuration mode is maintained, while there are no failure detected or power changes 
happened. 

Each 10 seconds, the priority will be modified with the purpose of maintain the same 
operating time for all the phases and avoid the premature aging of one of them. This will 
carry on the activation or the deactivation of the phase or phases of the lower priority.  

 
Fig. 4. 19. Principle algorithm of the multi-phases converter. 

4.2.2.6.2 MPPT Control 

As this system is dedicated to photovoltaic applications and due to its non lineal 
characteristic, the control of the converter is associated to Maximum Power Point Tracking 
(MPPT) control which tracks permanently the maximum power point (MPP) of the panel. As 
explained in chapter 2, many researches have been made about MPPT control; many kind of 
control has been studied and developed. In this system a MPPT control developed in our 
laboratory in previous works is used, which is based on the Perturb&Observe principle and 
carried out in digital way [134]. 

4.2.2.7 Design of complete algorithm and its integrations 

In the fig. 4. 20, the whole system has been represented: from the power processing 
part to the representation of the control laws and the interactions between all the system. 
Each part will be defined in the following lines:  
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Parts A, B and C represent the power processing part. The adaptation stage (A), which 
consists of a switching structure of three boost in parallel, transfers the power from 
photovoltaic array (B, source) to the battery (C, load).  

All the part in D corresponds to the circuit representation of the control laws. All this 
controls are implemented in a FPGA. All the functions block interact between them, and the 
task are carried out in parallel.  

A MPPT control identified by (1) in the fig. 4. 20. adjusts the duty cycle value () of the 
converter in order to permanently track the maximum power point. 

In parallel, the phase adaptive algorithm, where is placed inside bloc number 2, will 
establish the number of phases to activate according to power of the photovoltaic array and 
the predefined power levels (P1,P2). 

Block 3 represents the rotation algorithm, where the priority of the phases is defined. 
According of the signal with the information of number of phase to activated coming from (2), 
this block will set to 1 (on state) or reset to 0 (off state) the signals B1,B2 and B3, 
corresponding simultaneously to the working states of phase number 1, number 2 and 
number 3.  

Security block (4) will recover the real state of phases by means of the current through 
each phase and will inform if they are faulty or not. This information will be send to the block 
(3), which will set to null the priority of the faulty phase, avoiding its activation.  

Finally, the switching box (5), will define the duty cycle for each converter (d1, d2, d3) 
using the information received from the MPPT (1) and the signals B1, B2 and B3. 

 
Fig. 4. 20. Implementation of the function on the system for three static converters 

4.2.2.8 Experimental prototypes 

A demonstrator of three dc-dc boost converters has been designed and implemented, 
as shown in fig. 4. 21. To validate the operating of our demonstrator, we have used a PV 
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module of 85 WP couple to a 24V battery. At first time, the control laws are integrated in a 
FPGA AGLN250-VQG100 [res_ICREPQ6]. A set of supplementary function has been added 
to the system, as a date storage memory, an USB connection to a computer and a user 
interface. They allowed an easier analysis of the system and treatment of data. 

 
Fig. 4. 21. Prototype of MPAC: a) User interface; b) Control; c) Power 

This prototype has been used to carry out the first tests as the validation of 
functionalities and first efficiency test. In a second version, the control device has been 
substituted. A PIC microcontroller has been used. In difference of the FPGA, this 
microcontroller cannot be carried out functions in parallel. Nevertheless, the system works 
correctly also, carrying out all the function in time to answer system characteristics. 
Moreover, the second version has been optimized also in size and weight and it can be 
incorporate in the junction box below the PV modules.  

4.2.2.9 Experimental results 

Different tests have been carried out to validate all the functions of the MPAC 
converter.  

The first tests have been achieved in order to validate the rotation algorithm and the 
phase adaptation function, as well as the stability of the system in the presence of the 
continuous changes in the state of the converter. At first time, we have made the tests 
without the MPPT control, using as source a constant DC supply. The fig. 4. 22. and fig. 4. 
23. show these first tests.  

Fig. 4. 22. shows the results of the rotation algorithm tests for a constant input power 
corresponding to operating mode with two static converters. The signals 1, 2 and 3 represent 
the working state of three different phases, being the high state, the activated condition and 
the low state, the non-activated condition. Each 10 seconds, the working phase will change. 
From t1 to t2, the phases number 1 and 2 work; from t2 to t3, the phase number 3 takes the 
place of the phase 2, in order to equilibrate the working time of all the phases. 

a  b
c
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Fig. 4. 22. Test of phase rotation algorithm 

In fig. 4. 23., the interaction of the rotation algorithm and the phase adaptation function 
is shown for an increasing and decreasing input power generate by a DC supply. Like in the 
previous test, the signals 1, 2 and 3 represent the working states of the phases 1, 2 and 3 
corresponding to the power evolution: from t0 to t1, only one phase is activated (phase 2). In 
t1, as the power become higher than P1, a second phase is activated (phase 3). From t2, the 
phase rotation algorithm can be noticed: the phase 1 takes the place of the phase 2, to 
equilibrate the operating times of all the phases. In t3, the limit of P2 is passed and all the 
three phases are activated. In decreasing power, the deactivation of phases is carried out, 
following also the rotation of the converters. In t4, the third phase is disconnected. In t5, the 
rotation algorithm take place, deactivating the first phase and activating the third phase. In t6, 
the power become lower than P1 and the second phase is deactivate. Between t6 and t7, the 
phase number 3 is the only phase that is operating, to give place to the phase number one in 
t7. 

These two pictures validate the functionality of the phase adaptation and the rotation 
algorithms. 

 
Fig. 4. 23. Test of the algorithm for the converter number activation in interaction with the phase 

rotation algorithm.                 (SC : Static Converter) 
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In a second time, as shown in fig. 4. 24, we test the compatibility of our system with the 
MPPT control. The AG E4360A [138] solar simulator of Agilent Technologies have been 
used to simulate the PV input and the PV power changes. The system reaches the maximum 
power point (MPP) and oscillates around this one. In fig. 4. 24.a., the system suffers a 
decreasing power change. Before the perturbation, we can see that the PV Current (IPV) is 
uniformly shared between the converter 1 and 2 (IL1=IL2=IPV/2.) The answer of our system to 
this change is fast and stable: it follows oscillating around the new MPP. Moreover, we can 
see that the first phase is deactivated, since the second phase current (IL2) is equal to the PV 
current. Although the impact of this change is visible in the currents of the phases, it is 
invisible from the view of the input voltage and current. With the decreasing power change, 
the operating point has been changed from two to one active converter. In the fig. 4. 24.b., a 
increasing power change occurs. Previous to perturbation, only one phase is active as the 
phase number two takes all the PV current (IL1=IPV). We can also see that the system stay 
stable after the change, oscillating around the MPP and as in the falling change, the 
response is fast. In this case, we can distinguish the activation of the phase 2; as the power 
has passed the P1 limit, a second phase is activated and the input current is distributed 
uniformly between both phases (IL1=IL2=IPV/2).  

a) b) 

Fig. 4. 24. Experimental results: a) Phase adaptation in decreasing power: from 2 to 1 active 
phase; b) Phase adaptation in power: from 3 to 2 active phases  

4.2.2.10 Comparatives tests 

In order to validate the gain in the produced energy provided by this new system 
(MPAC) in comparison to a classical structure, a set of indoor measurement has been made. 
The electrical features of 85Wp PV array are simulated with AG E4360A solar simulator in 
order to supply the same PV energy to both structures. In the output port, a battery has been 
connected. 

The tests have been realized by simulating three different daily profiles in 4 hours 
simulations for both structures. Three different profiles have been chosen. The first profile 
simulates a sunny day. The other profiles give two different cloudy days with different levels 
of irradiation and sudden changes.  

1 SC 2 SC 2 SC  1 SC 
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The equivalent of one day solar power production has been simulated in 4 hours for 
both structures. The transferred energy to the load and the converter efficiency have been 
measured [135]. 

The fig. 4. 25. shows the results of the first simulation. A sunny day is simulated here. 
The input power characteristic, the output power characteristic and the energy production are 
shown in this figure for a simple phase boost converter, and for the MPAC. Comparing the 
efficiency curves of both structures an important difference can be seen. In effect, the 
efficiency decreases for the simple converter at noon, when the PV power production is 
higher. Meanwhile, for the MPAC, the efficiency is kept higher for a bigger power range.  

  

a) b) 

Fig. 4. 25. Comparison of one phase boost converter (a) and MPAC (b) energy production in a 
sunny day. 

If a zoom is made (fig. 4. 26), this difference can be seen more precisely. Indeed, there 
is a 2% of difference in efficiency between both structures in almost half of the total PV 
production time. Moreover, the efficiency of the MPAC is higher in 2/3 of the time, and in the 
rest of the time, the both structures present the same efficiency.  
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Fig. 4. 26. Comparison of efficiencies of one phase boost converter and three phase MPAC 

In a second test, a perturbed sunny day is simulated. That is, some clouds or shadows 
have been added along the day. In the fig. 4. 27. are shown the input and output power and 
the efficiency of both structures.  

  

a) b) 

Fig. 4. 27. One phase boost converter (a) and MPAC (b) energy production in a sunny day. 

In the fig. 4. 28., a zoom is made for the comparison of efficiencies of both structures. 
The efficiency of the MPAC is for all the power range higher than the one phase boost 
convert, arriving to have efficiency difference of 2%.  

Other conclusions can be also found in the analysis of the efficiency curve comparison:  

- When the input power is low and the MPAC is working with only one phase, the 
efficiency curves are superposed.  
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- When the power is higher, the difference in efficiency between both structures is the 
higher on, arriving to values of 2%.  

- When the power is in middle, the efficiency difference is not as high, and we conclude 
that the phase two phase are working in the same time for the MPAC structure.  

 
Fig. 4. 28. Comparison of efficiencies of one phase boost converter and three phase MPAC 

The third profile is a cloudy day profile with sudden change in solar irradiation. Two 
parts can be seen in this profile. In the morning and the beginning of the afternoon, sudden 
and fast clouds or shadows pass in front of the PVG. In the afternoon, a cloudy climatology is 
simulated, that is, reduced irradiation conditions.  

  

a) b) 

Fig. 4. 29. One phase boost converter (a) and MPAC (b) energy production in a sunny day. 

As in the previous test, an improvement in efficiency can be appreciated with the 
MPAC. Indeed, the efficiency of this structure is all the time higher or equal of the simple 
boost structure.  
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Fig. 4. 30. Comparison of of efficiencies between one phase boost converter and a three phase 
MPAC prototypes. 

Finally, a set of experimental tests in real conditions has been carried out during 
several days. Our MPAC structure has been compared to a classical boost during five days. 
Both structures have been connected to 85WP PV panels with similar electrical 
characteristics. In addition, the energy supplied to the load has been measured. The fig. 4. 
31. shows the results obtained for this five day of tests. The energy produced by our MPAC 
structure during these experimental tests was superior than the classical one (table 4.3.). We 
can notice 2.9% higher energy produced by the MPAC compared to the single converter. 
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Fig. 4. 31. Experimental measurements of power production for a classical boost and for our 
MPAC converter. 

Table 4.3. Energy production of 5 days in December. 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Total 

Classical Structure 248 Wh 164.1Wh 238.4Wh 249.7Wh 66.4Wh 966Wh 

MPAC 258.5Wh 166.1Wh 247Wh 259.66Wh 62.97Wh 995Wh 

 

Outdoor experimental test has been carried out several days. These tests must be 
made for longer periods and in different seasons in order to evaluate more accurately the 
real performances of the MPAC. Nevertheless, after some days of tests, the efficiency gain 
was superior for our MPAC and we considered that this gain was enough promising to follow 
the research within this kind of structure without waiting other scientific and experiment 
proofs. Indeed, the efficiency gain between 2 and 3% between a classical boost and the 
MPAC is important in term of economical point of view if it is compared with the cost for the 
same percentage of the efficiency improvement carried out in the optimisation of materials of 
PV cells and modules.  

Moreover, this kind of prototype is not designed for long duration tests. We preferred to 
concentrate our effort in the conception of more optimized and appropriated algorithms for 
the realization of more performing and reliable prototypes able to support long duration tests. 
We expose in the following paragraphs our research work in terms of algorithms and 
difficulties in the conception of version of pre-industrialized prototypes. 
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4.2.3  Control of a MPAC based on a Look-up Table integrating an 
adaptive control law  

The MPAC had shown a good improvement on its own efficiency compared to a 
classical power converter. Nevertheless, in our previous tests, we didn’t take into account the 
influence in the efficiency linked to the changes in the input and output voltage levels and the 
temperature. The effect of these parameters is not so important to change the global 
tendency of a good % gain in favour of our MPAC. However, their effects must be analyzed 
to achieve best optimization in future prototypes. For example, the new algorithms to improve 
their performances must be taken into consideration these influences on the global electrical 
behaviour of a MPAC. 

4.2.3.1 Effects in efficiency due to working parameter of the system 

At first time, the effects in the efficiency of other parameter than the input current and 
power will be analyzed. In effect, the efficiency of power converters is affected by other 
parameters like temperatures and input and output voltages. Based on the equations of 
losses of power components, the effect of other parameter can be appreciated in the 
efficiency of the power converters. 

The analysis of the MOSFET losses through the following equations shows the 
influence of several technological and external parameter: 
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Three elements Vi, Vo and RDS(on) are identified as the major factors on the influence of 
MOSFET losses. In real cases, they can vary and affect in a large range the efficiency.  

The losses in the diode components are reminded too: 
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(4.27)  

Here, a new parameter to be mainly taken into account appears: Vf.  

In both switching components losses we can estimate the losses dependences with 
input and output voltages (Vi and Vo). Both parameters can depend on exterior conditions as 
irradiation, battery charge level, the temperature or even the control of the same system.  

The input voltage is mainly dependant on the PVG and its PPM when there is an 
adequate control law. Globally, the power generated by a PVG is dependent on irradiation, 
temperature but also on the control.  
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This effect can be seen in an experimental test as shown in fig. 4. 32. For this, we used 
the prototype described previously. Efficiency tests have been carried out for different 
working conditions. Fig. 4. 32. shows the efficiency measured for one phase working in 
different conditions tests for different input power and voltage levels. A new efficiency 
behaviour can be distinguished for each set global condition tests. 

 
Fig. 4. 32. Efficiency evolution for on phase for different inputs and outputs voltage levels. 

In the previous tests, we didn’t take into account temperatures. We had decided to 
study more in detail their influences before design new algorithms because we though 
temperature effects must also been taken into account by them. 

The operating temperature of the components has a direct relation with the electrical 
characteristics of the electronic components. As well as a temperature increase as a 
temperature decrease influences the electrical characteristics of the components like the 
MOSFET and the diode. RDS(on) and V are two characteristics of the MOSFET and the diode 
simultaneously, which affect directly in the losses of these components.  

RDS(on) is an internal characteristic of the MOSFET component. The effects of the 
temperature in this resistance are given by the component constructor in their data sheets. 
The fig. 4. 33. from a MOSFET datasheet [139] shows the change in the internal resistance 
of a diode in relation of the temperature. For example, in a working temperature of 100ºC, it 
has a resistance that is 1,5 times bigger than in working conditions of 20ºC.  

24V 
26V 
28V 
30V 
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Fig. 4. 33. Effects of the temperature in the value of RDS(on) resistance for IRFR024N MOSFET 

[139] 

For the diode, the temperature increasing is traduced as a decrease in the voltage drop 
(Vf) as is seen in the fig. 4. 34. [140] 

 
Fig. 4. 34. Effects of the of the temperature in the value of Voltage drop (Vf) for MBRD620CT 

Diode [140] 

A : 25°C ‐>0.45 
B : 150°C ‐>0.32 
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Passive components as the capacitors, inductors and resistances are also influenced 
by the temperature. These components do not support the auto-heating phenomena, but in 
contrary, they are exposed to temperature increase by mean of thermal convection and 
radiation of other elements.  

The capacitor is one of the components that support the most constraint. It capacitance 
decrease considerably in extreme temperatures and it deteriorates rapidly in limit 
temperatures. Although there are capacitors that can support high temperatures, their prix is 
very high. 

Unfortunately, tests in for different constant temperatures are more difficult to carry up. 
A special thermal enclosure is need, which is not accessible for as for us. This way, only 
input and voltage effects will be taken into consideration in future test. Nevertheless, the 
system will keep open to include of temperature effects in future works.  

4.2.3.2 Definition of a look up table 

For this effect, an MPAC which adapts the Pn points is presented. This adaptation is 
made by look up tables.  

The look-up tables can be defined as the predetermined data tables easily accessible 
to the control system. The look up table is in informatics a data structure. Normally, it is an 
array that replaces runtime computation with a simpler array indexing operation. The look up 
table are very useful to save processing time, since to take a data value from the memory is 
faster than an complex computation or input/output operation. The tables are normally pre-
calculated and stored in static program storage. The control laws accede to this table when it 
needs any of its values without excessive time calculations. 

4.2.3.3 Determining optimal Pn values.  

In the same way that the efficiency curves itself are affected as seen previously, the 
position of Pn intersection points are impacted too by these parameters variations. Thus, in 
order to increase the efficiency and adapt the MPAC phase in the most optimal way, we 
propose to use an algorithm based on a look-up table that modifies the values for P1 and P2 
depending on the voltage and temperature changes.  

As the efficiency for one phase converter has been characterized, the same process 
has been carried out for the other two phases. The results for different output voltages levels 
are shown in the fig. 4. 35.The input has been maintained constant for this test. 
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Fig. 4. 35. The experimental evolution of efficiency for different output voltage levels for 
respectively one, two and three phases working modes for three 100W phase paralleled 

converter. 

From the characterization test can be deducted different Pn values. From this 
characterization set of measures, we can deduce different crossing Pn values and their range 
of variation depending on Vout for a fixed Vin. We can see some strange variations in 
efficiencies curves at low input power for example. It is probably linked either to values 
instability in discontinuous mode, which makes difficult the measure; or to temperature 
variations, which can change the behaviour of losses. These phenomena are very difficult to 
analyze with the state of our test bench. For a first analysis, we don’t take into account these 
variations. It simplifies our method but we reserve some possibilities to add the temperature 
influence in our future work. 

In the fig. 4. 36., the P1 (fig. 4. 36.a) and P2 (fig. 4. 36.b) of the MPAC converter values 
are represented for different input and output voltage levels.  

 
Fig. 4. 36. Distribution of P1 and P2 values for different input and output voltage levels 
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4.2.3.4 Design of optimal look-up tables dedicated for a PV multi-phase 
converter like the MPAC 

The determination of the Pn values computationally asks for complex model and 
equations systems. This way, the look up table allows, with only a previous characterization 
task, to determine and adapts the number of working phase in more precise way. 

Once, Pn values have been determined, a table with these values can be defined. From 
this table, the principle proposed consists on an introduction of a look-up table into the 
adaptation algorithm to dynamically change the points Pn depending on the input voltage, the 
output voltage and the temperature. 

A tri-dimensional look up table is proposed here. The three variables are the input 
voltage, the output voltage and the temperature. Fig. 4. 37. shows the principle of the used 
table. Experimental test must be made to determine each of the values.  

In three phase converter, two tables will be needed, one for the P1 and another to the 
P2 values. For each additional converter connected in parallel, another table is needed. 

 
Fig. 4. 37. The structure of the Look-up table used for the MPAC takes into account three 

variables: input voltage, output voltage and temperature. 

Simulations done by Matlab and PSIM have been performed in order to demonstrate 
the feasibility of this kind of control. The power stage is carried out in PSIM (fig. 4. 38.), the 
control stage in Matlab (fig. 4. 39.) and the library named Simcoupler is used as interface 
between both programs for co-simulation. The state variables for this simulation are the input 
and output voltages, the input current and the output of MPPT (Maximum Power Point 
Tracking) control block based on a P&O (Perturb&Observe) algorithm. The different values of 
P1 and P2 are stored in the look-up table. This table defines the instantaneous values for P1 
and P2 for different input/output voltage values. The primary function defines which 
converters have to be enabled. A counter is used to record the operating time of the 
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converters and a control algorithm ensures homogeneous aging of each phase to increase 
the global life-time of the power system. 

 
Fig. 4. 38. Schema of the simulated power of the power part in PSIM 

 
Fig. 4. 39. Schema of the MPAC using a look-up table as shown in fig. 4. 37 

The simulation results in fig. 4. 40. are performed with the following parameters: 
Vbat=24V, L=47µH, RL=8Ω, Cin=25µF and Cout=4uF. We can observe the behaviour of the 
system for an input power and input voltage variation. A change in input voltage implies a 
modification of the crossing points P1 and P2. The variations of these values are not updated 
until they are stabilized. Two cases are presented. In the first part of the simulation, the PV 

MPPT Control 

3 phases power converter

PV model 
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module power value is more important to P2 level. In the second one, after a reduction of the 
input voltage, the input power is between the P1 and P2 levels. 

 

Fig. 4. 40. Simulation results of the adaptive control for multi-phase converter based on look-up 
tables. 

4.2.3.5 Experimental results done with a tri-phase boost MPAC 

Experimental tests have been performed to verify the feasibility and the improvement 
on the efficiency of the new method of control. First, a characterization off the system was 
needed to determine different P1 and P2 values for different input voltages. Fig. 4. 41. shows 
some experimental results test where the variations of the P1 and P2 points according to the 
input voltage are seen. The results are summarized in table 4.4. 

 
Fig. 4. 41. P1 and P2 variation according to the input voltage 

P1_18V  P2_18V 

P2_16V 

P2_14V 
P1_14V 

P1_16V 
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Table 4.4. P1 and P2 turning points variations Vs. VIN 

Input Voltage VIN 14V 16V 18V 

P1 [W] 27 28.5 28 

P2 [W] 37 41 44 

 
Fig. 4. 42. shows a comparison between efficiencies for the two different control 

schemes. Two efficiency tests have been carried out under same operating conditions 
(VIN=14V and VOUT=24V). With the first test (blue), the number of operating phases has been 
adapted in a fixed and predisposed way that corresponds to average working conditions 
(VIN=16V and VOUT=24V). In the second test (red), the number of operating phases has been 
adapted in the adaptive way, using the look-up table to dynamically compute the values of P1 
and P2 corresponding to the actual working conditions. 

 
Fig. 4. 42. Comparison between a fix and adaptive crossing points algorithms  

Efficiency obtained by adapting P1 and P2 values with the look-up table is always above 
the efficiency of the converter with fixed turning points. The difference between both 
efficiencies is up to 0.5%. Although this difference is not very high, it must be taken into 
account that every working conditions causing changes in the efficiency, lead to an efficiency 
decrease when fixed adaptation mode is used. The use of a look-up table allows a global 
improvement of the conversion efficiency with an easily implementable control law. In 
addition, this implementation has been tested in a low power photovoltaic system (85WP). 
The gain obtained for a high power structure would be even better as the differences in 
efficiency will be more important. 

The adaptation of Pn values is taken into account in the patent about the MPAC [5] 
whatever the origin of influence in the parameter affecting in their value. The use of the look-
up table for their adaptation is a simplified example of its application. Thus, other innovations 
are still possible to become the algorithm implementable in a micro-controller or in a FPGA. 
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4.3 Advanced control strategies  

As we have already indicated, the efficiency is an important issue in photovoltaic 
applications, but it is not the only important matter to take into account. In effect, the 
reliability, maintainability and life-time of the system are also issues to consider seriously. 
The PV modules are normally guarantee for 20 years or more. This is not the case of PV 
applied power electronics. The average lifetime of power system is lower, and therefore the 
electronic system must be repaired or changed to guarantee a correct exploitation of the 
PVG. This way, it is important to focus also in the lifetime and maintainability when power 
converter is designed.  

4.3.1 Meteorological effects 

One of the constraint that must continuously follow a photovoltaic system is the sudden 
changes in working condition, above all, linked to the change in the solar irradiation and 
therefore in PVG power production. In effect, the sudden shadows and clouds involve an 
rapid variation in energy production. The fig. 4. 43 shows an example of one of this kind of 
days. Thus, these perturbed days involve a constant adaptation of number of phases. These 
numerous and fast change shall have a negative impact in the life-time and reliability of 
electronics components of the power converter.  

An anticipation algorithm has been proposed to avoid this kind of changes [6]. It was an 
important contribution of the join work done by Total and the LAAS. Its goal resides in 
reducing maximally the thermal and electrical stress of active components in unexpected 
power variations. The idea of the algorithm is simple : when a sudden decreasing power 
variation is happen, the algorithm will wait and will not change the number of working 
phases. If the power is stabilised after defined t duration time, the number of active phases 
will be changed. In contrary, if the power is suddenly increased, the system will follow 
working with the same number of converters. The fig. 4. 43.b and c shows the principle of 
this algorithm. The waiting time value must be defined by analysing the temperature change 
caused in the power converter by sudden power changes.  
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Fig. 4. 43. Evolution of photovoltaic power production in a perturbed working day (a) and the 

principle of working of the anticipation algorithm (b and c). 

One of the drawbacks of the proposed anticipation algorithm is the degradation in 
power transfer efficiency. In effect, the adaptation of phases is not made in the most optimum 
way if the system works with more active phases than the PV power generations asks. 

In addition, it is difficult to determine how many time must be waiting until the system is 
stable. Indeed, the clouds size can be enormously variable and there are not studies about 
their size. This way, it is not assured that the algorithm is useful all the time, as the system 
can support a variation just in the moment that the system consider itself stable and just 
make the change of number of phases. 

4.3.2 Converter redundancy and over-sizing 

The redundancy is the effect of duplicate the critical components of functions of a 
system with the intention of increasing reliability of the system or the life-time. It is a widely 
used technique in many safety-critical systems, such as fly-by-wire and hydraulic systems in 
aircrafts or in not easily or impossible accessing and long life-time asking systems, such 
aerospace ones.  

In redundant system, an error in one component or function may be out-voted by the 
redundant one. This way, all the redundant component must fail before the entire system 
fails. This is traduced by bigger reliability and longer life-time to the system. 

Photovoltaic systems are sensed to be long life-time product. Indeed, the PV modules 
are guarantee to life 20 years. Nevertheless, it is not the case of electronic devices as power 
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converters linked to these PV installations. The normal and affordable electronics do not 
resist as long as the PV generators. Military and aerospace products could resist the 
constraint to which they are exposed. However, the cost of PV installation will not be 
affordable to normal user.  

Redundant systems give the possibility of increasing life-time. The MPAC offers an 
ideal occasion to apply this redundancy. In effect, the MPAC is already composed by 
paralleled converter. Over-sizing each of the phases in the way that each of them support the 
maximal power produced by the PV power, the redundancy is guarantee. This way, the life-
time of the system is considerably increased, as the all the phase must be fails before the 
entire system stop working and producing energy. Moreover, a higher efficiency is assured 
with an MPAC. Thus, although the initial investment is higher, the higher efficiency and 
longer life-time of the system assures a bigger energy transfer to the user. 

In this way, each phase of the converter is designed to support the total power of the 
photovoltaic source, guaranteeing the operating of our system, even if one of the converters 
is in default.  

The control laws of the system take into the account this effect by the integration of 
security function which controls the state of each phase. This security task is included just 
before the activation of phases. In case of one of the phases is considered faulty, it is 
automatically disconnected, and alarm signal is send to the user. 

The state of the phases is checked by looking the current though each phase. The 
presence of current through each phase is looked. If it is agree with the theoretical state or 
the order of the control system, the phase is considered ok. If it is not agreed, the phase is 
considered faulty, it is automatically disconnected and its priority is set to null. Then, it is not 
taken into account for the rotation and the rotation is carried out with the other phases that 
work correctly. 

The system is deliberately designed with changeable phases. Indeed, each phase is an 
individual part of the system which can take off and put in by the user in an easy way. This 
way, when an alarm is set off because of a faulty phase the user has two options:  

 Replace the faulty phase: after the replacement, the system will follow working 
correctly and with all the functions actives. Nevertheless, while the phase is still 
faulty, the production and transfer of the energy to the load is not stopped.  

 Do not replace the faulty phase: the system will be working without take into 
account the faulty phase, that is, in a degraded mode. Nevertheless, the system 
will follow producing and transferring energy to the load until all the phases of 
the converter fail.  
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Fig. 4. 44. Experimental prototype of MPAC where each phase is easily changeable in case of 

failure of one of them 

In both cases, the photovoltaic energy conversion is assured for longer time. In the first 
case, it is not stopped, that it is possible to carry on the same procedure until the damage 
and production stop of the photovoltaic power generator. In the second case, the life-time of 
MPAC will be longer than a simple converter, and even if the conversion efficiency is not as 
high as the beginning of its life, the energy production is assured for more time. 
Consequently, the benefits of the systems are higher.  

4.3.3 Effects of temperature in electronics lifetime 

The working temperature of the system has a fundamental importance on the lifetime 
or reliability of power electronics systems. Some experiences shows that the failure rate will 
double for every 15-20°C increase during normal temperature [141]. The temperature 
influence on the reliability can be described as an exponential function.  

The variation in the temperature has also lot of importance in the aging of an electronic 
component. The thermal variations produce mechanical constraints in the semiconductor 
components, above all, caused by the dilatation coefficient difference of the used materials 
(fig. 4. 45). 

 
a) b) 

Fig. 4. 45.  Electronic power device working in a) 25°C and b) 100°C 

These constraints can be originated by two principal sources:  

- Variable ambient temperature 

- Variation in working charges, for instance, variation in PV power production.  

Fig. 4. 46. shows the influence of many thermal cycles in an electrical contact. It 
supports mechanical constraint that makes reveal micro-fissures, which can even arrive to 
break down the component.  
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Fig. 4. 46. Micro-fissures in a wire bonding after N thermal cycles. 

It is important to keep the working temperature and temperature variation of the system 
as low and small as possible. Any improvement on these variables can be traduced in 
reliability and life-time increasing, which is an important issue in PV applied power 
electronics as they life-time prediction is still much lower than PV module ones.  

4.3.4 Experimental tests: temperature profiles 

With the intention of verify the improvement in the working temperature, thermal 
measures have been carried out. For that, a FLIR thermal camera [142] has been used. 
Different input power profiles have been simulated by the PV simulator. For each test, the 
temperature of the electronic device has been recorder. From this recording the temperature 
of the components can be extract.  

One phase converter and three phases MPAC have been used to the comparison. The 
temperature of the area of each diode has been utilised to the temperature comparison.  

 
Fig. 4. 47. Image of power converter by thermal camera where the temperatures has been 

measured 

The first test simulates a sunny day four hours. In the fig. 4. 48., the applied input 
power and the mean media of each of the diodes is shown. The difference in temperature of 
both structures is obvious. In effect, the one phase structure achieves temperatures over 
80°C. In contrary, the three phases structure reaches only 55°C. The difference between two 
structures is about 25°C. 
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The total difference in temperature of the minimum and maximum value of one phase 
structure is about 50°C during the day. For the three phase structure, each of the diodes 
support an difference in temperature of about 30°C during the day. Taking in consideration 
that one of the most constraints in the life-time on electronics components is the thermal 
stress, this diminution in working condition temperature is a big improvement for its life-time 
prediction.  

 
Fig. 4. 48. Temperature comparison between the diodes of one phase structure and three phase 

structure for a simulated sunny day. 

In a second test, a perturbed sunny day is simulated, that is, some drastic clouds or 
shadows has been included in sunny day (fig. 4. 49.). The input power changes involved 
temperature changes in power device components. The maximum temperatures are similar 
to which the first sunny day simulation test has reach for both of the structures. Nevertheless, 
the sudden power changes involve different temperature changes in both structures. A 
simulated shadow, corresponding to 30W decreasing change (from 55W to 25W) in input 
power level, involves 20°C decrease (from 60 to 40°C) in one phase converter structure. 
However, the temperature change for three phase structure is about 10°C (from 40 to 30°C) 
which is the half comparing to the first structure.  

The same conclusion can be obtained analyzing the other power changes. The 
changes in temperature are more important for the one phase structure than the three 
phases MPAC. This way, the effect of big clouds is considerably more important and 
dangerous for the one phase structure. Indeed, for each big shadow or voltage drop, the 
system supports a big changes in temperature, which reduces considerably its life-time 
prediction.  
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Fig. 4. 49. Temperature comparison between the diodes of one phase structure and three phase 

structure for a simulated sunny day with sudden clouds or shadows. 

A third profile has been tested. This profile is characterized by sudden change in solar 
irradiation in the morning and a reduced irradiation conditions in the afternoon. During the 
morning, sudden irradiation changes has been simulated, which involved power change from 
10 to 45W. This is translated in temperature changes in the power structure. This 
temperature changes varies between 5°C to 25°C in one phase structure. Nevertheless, the 
temperature variations in three phases MPAC are lower, taking values from 5°C to 10°C. As 
in the precedent cases, the temperature variation are softer in the case of the MPAC, which 
benefits for its life-time prediction.  

During the afternoon, when the solar irradiation, and therefore, the PV power 
production is lower, the difference in temperature is not as evident as in sunny conditions 
moments. Nevertheless, the temperature of the diode of 1 phase converter is all the time 
higher than the diodes of the MPAC structure.  
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Fig. 4. 50. Temperature comparison between the diodes of one phase structure and three phase 

structure for a simulated day. 

4.4 Conclusion 

A new structure based in paralleled converters dedicated to photovoltaic systems has 
been presented in this chapter named MPAC. This new structure improves globally the 
efficiency and life-time of the power conversion structure by its optimal structure associated 
to the use of specific control algorithms. Firstly, the interleaving current method has been 
studied to improve the efficiency but face to major difficulties to design correspondent SC this 
type of algorithm did not be used in our system. New and important studies must be done to 
evaluate the real potential of them. Secondly, the MPAC has been presented. The main 
function of this structure is to adapt the number of active phases to optimize the energy 
conversion efficiency. In addition, it carries out the rotation of phases in order to guarantee 
homogeneous aging of converters, to decrease the thermal stress of components and to 
improve the life-time prediction. Experimental prototypes allowed demonstrating the 
important benefits of these structures in different working conditions. Examples of 
improvements in efficiency and thermal stress had been exposed in this chapter by means of 
experimental tests. 

Although, the electronic devices must be carefully designed to avoid additional cost, 
too big size or contra-performances, this work has demonstrated the influence of control 
algorithms to improve not only the efficiency but also the temperature and stress of 
components. Easily implementable control laws were designed, answering our first goal to 
improve conversion efficiency, adapting the conversion to specific characteristics of 
photovoltaic sources and presenting new optimized prototypes. This part can be today 
included in several existing inverters without a lot of technical problems. For Total, it can be 
the major result of this global work.  
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Since almost all the power converter are designed with the same components but in 
different quantity and placement, this work is thought to be extensible to other power 
conversion structures. For this reason, for future works, a deeper study in losses must be 
envisaged. The adaptation of algorithms to other different structures can be easily done 
based on results obtained in this work either of DC-DC type structures or DC-AC ones for 
grid connection systems. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The main work of this thesis was focused in the optimisation of electric energy 
conversion of photovoltaic systems. Nowadays, the photovoltaic energy is becoming a 
popular energy source, induced by more and more demanded either in domestic installations 
or big photovoltaic central camps. Nevertheless, the photovoltaic installations still present 
many drawbacks in terms of efficiency, life-time and cost.  

The chapter 2 presents the main elements of photovoltaic installations and their 
characteristics. A special emphasis is made in performance evaluations modes. The 
efficiency of the elements of PV systems is not easy to define and measure. Some new 
normative efficiencies are proposed like the European one. Face of the importance of the 
efficiency of power converters and its need to present high efficiency levels in a large range 
of working conditions due to the changeable characteristic of photovoltaic power sources, it 
is important to have the same reference to have a good comparison of performances.  

The third chapter introduces the state of art of different types and structures of on-grid 
PV installations, with a special focus in topologies with DC optimizers. These structures 
consist of DC-DC power converters linked to one PV module. They are in charge of 
extracting the maximum power from the PVG and transfer it to the load or the inverter in the 
most efficiency way. They are becoming the substitute of classical diode protections, as they 
make possible the failure detection, and in addition, they can optimize the PV energy 
extraction. We propose in this part a comparative study to help the future designer the choice 
of the more adapted static converter for his applications. 

The main work of this thesis has been focused in the improvement of a photovoltaic 
power conversion structure in terms of efficiency and life-time with some new solutions 
proposed in the chapter four. Paralleled power converters structure has been used in this 
goal, using redundancy properties and improving also the robustness. The base of this work 
has been a power converter loss and efficiency analysis. Beginning from this analysis, the 
power conversion structure must be adapted to special conditions of PV systems, above all, 
to the power production variability linked to irradiation changes. However, in addition to be 
efficient, this structure must have long life-time prediction in order to approach to PV sensors 
life-time that is guarantee for more than 20 years.  

In all the analysis, prototype and experiences carried out in this work, boost DC-DC 
converters has been used. With this type of structure, we can globally improve its efficiency 
but also connect PV array to inverters through this structure with a large different range of 
voltage. The structure is thought to be connected to one PV module and make the function of 
DC optimizers. 

The main improvements have been carried out by means of advanced control laws. 
Different control has been implemented which has allowed the optimisation of efficiency and 
life-time duration of the structure. Firstly, the efficiency improvement has been carried out by 
means of the interleaving control method. Nevertheless, this technique only improves the 
structure for high input power conditions.  

Secondly, the multi-phase adaptive converter has been presented. This structure 
improves the efficiency in all the power range by adapting the number of working phase 
depending on the input power level of the PVG which can change at each moment. Using 
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this control, the transfer to the load can be improved in 2.9%, as outdoor test during 5 days 
has been showed. In addition, phase rotation function has been integrated to limit stress in 
active components and then improve life time of each elementary SC. The rotation of phases 
allows the homogeneous aging of all the phase but also a lower working temperature and 
smaller temperature variation during the day, either in sunny or cloudy and perturbed days. 
This improvement has been showed by temperature profiles, measured by thermal cameras. 
This work has allowed the publication of several articles [143]-[145] but also the publication 
of two patents [5]-[6] within the parts more innovative of algorithms.  

Finally, an easy adaptation of the MPAC has been presented by integrating Look-up 
tables to optimize the phase adaptation. By means of these tables, the adaptation points can 
be modified depending in the external conditions that support the power converter such as 
the PV voltage level, the output voltage lever and the temperature.  

Nevertheless, the end of this work also shows some perspective and ideas for the 
progression in future work. They are some of them proposed in the following lines:  

Firstly, the efficiency improvement by means of interleaving power paralleled 
converters has been carried out. As it does not reach high efficiencies in low power, and for 
photovoltaic systems all power ranges are important, the multi-phase adaptive converter has 
been presented. Both ideas could be integrated in the same structure in future works: the 
adaptation of phases depending on the power level, but also the introduction of interleaving 
to improve efficiency or reduce filter elements. The difficulty of this technique is linked to the 
adaptation of frequencies and phase differences to carry out the interleaving method in a 
correct way. In effect, the interleaving method asks for phase difference of 360°/n, 
corresponding n to the number of active phases. In the same way, the adaptation of 
frequency must be made to keep the same filtration level and the output and input ports do 
not notice any changes in oscillations frequencies. The stability of the system must be 
analyzed before its integration but also its real realisation with by-pass draw-back of losses in 
passives elements.  

The improvement of the life-time of power converters must become a priority in the 
future. That has been done by reducing the electric and thermal stress of components by 
including the rotation algorithm. Indeed, the rotation of phases guarantees a homogeneous 
aging off all the phase. This works reach the reduction of the working temperature and the 
temperature variations that are the main factors of component stress. The reliability of the 
system will increased, and therefore, it will present higher life-time prediction if temperature 
and globally transfer power are more optimised through the different SC. However, it is 
important to improve our knowledge on behaviour of SC and their intrinsic losses. A more 
precise loss model will be a real progress in new optimised algorithms. Actually, our loss 
model does not take into account the temperature effect and it could be really improved by 
integrating this aspect. In effect, the temperature affects in the internal characteristic of many 
electronic components. Moreover, some other losses lied to the circuitry, wire losses or 
power layout losses are not taken into considerations. A continuation of this study must 
envisage a more complex and exact model of power converter losses. This analysis would 
also help to automate the adaptation of Pn values depending in working conditions. 
Depending in the complexity of this result and it equations, a choice between and 
predetermined look-up table with Pn values or the utilization of these equations can be done.  
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The mains electronic elements of power conversion structures do not change from 
Boost DC-DC converters. Diodes, MOSFET or IGBT switches and passive storage elements 
as the capacitors and inductances are present in all converters although they are in different 
proportion and quantities and connected in a different way. For this reason, the effect of the 
losses in efficiencies for different numbers of phases are thought to be similar to the boost 
converter paralleled systems. Thus, the works presented in this thesis can be extended and 
generalised either to other DC-DC structures or DC-AC inverters and even on globally to all 
power applications and sources. For instance, this function could be integrated in the 
inverters that are already used in nowadays photovoltaic installation. A little extra investment 
in control systems and extra material could allow an optimization of power conversion 
efficiency and life-time of the installations. Nevertheless, a real analysis and study adapted to 
inverters must be done to guarantee that fact.  

Finally, looking the industrial context of this thesis, since it has been carried out in 
contractual collaboration between Total S.A. and the laboratory LAAS-CNRS, a future 
integration of this work in industrial prototype must be envisaged. Nevertheless, before a 
possible integration of the system in an industrial prototype and its commercialization, a 
socio-economical study is pending. In fact, even if this new structure improves the efficiency 
and life time of the converter, it needs a higher initial investment. This way, before its 
commercialization, the final economical advantage must be calculated, not only measuring 
the real life-time prediction and total gain in transferred energy, but also, analyzing consumer 
habitudes and if whatever they are ready to replace the faulty converter or they wait for total 
breakdown. We hope this work can be connected to other works carried out by Total. In fact, 
in the same contractual context of the collaboration between LAAS and Total, other works 
are accomplishing. It is the case of the photovoltaic reconfigurable architecture in which 
these structures could be integrated to achieve more competitive PV products in the future.  
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